
 

We do not have full information about 
arrests made under various provisions of the 
Defence and Internal Security of India Rules 
1971 during the emergency. The same is 
being collected and will be placed on the 
Table    of the House in due course. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Mr. Sanat 
Kumar Raha. 

SHRI SANAT KUMAR RAHA (West 
Bengal) : Sir.... 

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS : It is 
lunch time now. 

The House then adjourned for 
lunch at one of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at 
five minutes past two of the clock, [The    
Vice-Chairman   (Shri  Lokanath 
Misra)   in   the   Chair.] 

MOTION OF THANKS ON THE 
ADDRESS BY THE VICE- PRESIDENT 
ACTING AS   PRESIDENT -------(Contd.) 

SHRI SANAT KUMAR RAHA 
(West Bengal) : Mr. Vice-Charirman, 
Sir, with 43 per cent of the votes polled, 
the people of India gave the verdict to settle 
the matter of formation of the new Govern 
ment, and the Government has been formed. 
We welcome it. But I see the new Govern 
ment is still unsettled in the saddle to give 
direction on the problems of the nation. 
So, there are statements after statements 
by the Ministers. Yesterday, the Prime 
Minister's        broadcast      was there, 
The day before yesterday, the   External 
Affairs  Minister  gave some  clarifications 

regarding non-alignment and other foreign 
affair problems. The Rail Minister also gave 
some guidelines. Piecemeal statements are 
coming before the House to judge the policy 
of the Government towards the governance 
and administration of the country-Still, there 
is a lack of any comprehensive policy of the 
Government as 'regards its home affairs and 
foreign affairs. Going through the 
discussions, I see that this new Government 
has a rather negative attitude towards the 
performance of the former Government. Only 
they criticise the negative aspects but the 
positive aspects and achievements are 
belittled. So, whotever Government is present 
there, I would like the achievements to be 
really assessed and far greater achievements 
should be made for the progress of the 
country, Sir, the Presidential Address is a 
mere four-page document. When 600 million 
people pf India are faced with innumerable 
national, cultural and social problems in their 
daily life, it is too insignificant for me on this 
occasion to speak on the document. The 
address doe-s not give any positive and 
concrete direction towards cur foreign policy 
and our traditional anti-imperialist stand and 
non-alignment and self-reliance. As stated in 
the Address, the term genuine non-alignment' 
can be interpreted in different ways by 
different parties and by differ-rent 
Governments. It should be clearly expressed 
in terms of a genuine anti-imperialist stand 
which India has so far taken towards non-
alignment, towards freedom struggle and 
towards ether proposals for peace and 
progress of the world, Sir, the Address dees 
not also state our relationship with socialist 
countries and their aid to the development of 
the developing countries like ours. I think aid 
from socialist countries are different in 
content from the aid of imperialist country. 
The Address does not mention at all about the 
exploitation by the monopolists, both of 
international and national varieties. The 
people tested the principle of trusteeship 
towards wealth since the days of Mahatma 
Gandhi.   Again   this   principle has   been 
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enunciated by our Prime Minister and, T 
think, it will be exploded very s^on. The 
Address does not mention the need fir the 
public sector as an instrument to command 
the economy of the country in the national 
interest' which the private sector cannot 
command. 

The Address does not evaluate the per-
formance of the public sector as well as the 
private sector so far as their functioning is 
concerned. 

Sir, there was the battle cry of the Janata 
Party and the C.F.D. and others. The battle 
cry was mainly against the misrule of the 
Congress authoritarianism individuality cult, 
extra-constitutional authority and misuse of 
powers. It is against this background that the 
people have voted and 43 per cent of them 
have voted in favour of the Janata 
Government. That is how the Janata 
Government has come to power in India today 
to run the administration in the name of 
Janata. I do not know how far the Janata will 
be satisfied by the ' governnance'of the new 
Government. This 43 per cent of the people 
who have voted in favour of the Janata Party 
and against the authoritarian misrule of the 
Congress Party hope diat this misrule and 
autocracy will go and the progress and 
achievements made in the national and 
international spheres will be further increased 
in accordance with the urges and aspirations 
of the people. Sir, so far as the international 
policy of the present Government is con-
cerened, it is vague and hazy. People want 
that the achievements made in the course of 
the last 30 years through democratic struggles 
should be safeguarded. I do not mean to say 
that the achievements made so far in this 
country are only due to the Con-g -ij rule. It is 
mainly the progressive parti.-;, the leftist 
parties, the democratic parties which have 
achieved success after long-drawn struggles 
against the Government on the charter of their 
demands and have won their objects one after 
another. This way we had set up a tradition of 
democratic struggle in India. So. we must 

I give oxu support, the traditional support, to all 
national liberation, struggles, democratic 
struggles, struggles for social justice and 
struggles for achieving higher standards of 
living. We will, of course, give our unstinted 
sr.pport to the attainment of socialism, 
which is our goal. These are all universally 
accepted principles and accepted by all 
sections of voters in this country. I think the 
basic foundation of the Indian national 
movement should be maintained and further 
strengthened. 

Sir, the verdict' of the electorate is a 
good lesson for us all to learn. It is good for 
the Government party, for the opposition 
parties and other parties, irrespective of 
their political ideologies. It is also a warning 
against the misrule and autocratic rule by 
any party which is in power. 

Sir, it is wrong to advocate a two-party 
system of parliamentary democracy in India 
where various parties for various class 
interests are working, as for instance, the 
Janata-C.F.D. , the Akali-C.P.M., the 
Congress-C.P.I.-R.S.P. League, etc. are 
working in coalition. For a country like ours 
the two-party system will not prove useful 
and the health of the nation will suffer. A 
two-party system, a bi-party democratic 
system is valued in capitalist countries like 
U.S.A. and Britain but not in India. In a 
capitalist society the two parties will come to 
power one after another as a ruling party but 
such a system is not beneficial to the 
interests of the working people of India. 

Sir, the Address says that in the economic 
sphere the Government is pledged to the 
removal of destitution within a definite time-
frame of 10 years. It does not say anything 
regarding the completion of land \ reform 
measures which are in the interests of poor 
peasants. More than 70 per cent of our people 
depend on agriculture and the implementation 
of land reform measures must be the first item 
on our programme and these reforms must be 
carried out within p. definite period of time. 



 

The Address does not say that monopoly 
and black money will be liquidated within 
the time schedule. Without under -taking 
these two major tasks, nothing can be done. 
Without these two major tasks, removal of 
destitutions and their co-existence with 
black money, it is nothing but an 
anchronism, that is, the monopoly and 
destitutions   will  co-exist. 

Sir, if it is said that no achievement was 
made during the Congress rule, it will be 
grossly wrong. For safeguarding the 
achievements whatever made so far through 
the struggle of the people, and for further 
progressive achievements, necessary 
guidelines and directions have to be given. 
In that regard, the Address has failed to 
assure us. However, the Prime Minister, in 
his broadcast, admitted a happier position 
in foreign exchange reserves but he did not 
mention what would be the export policy of 
this Government, whether it would be 
based on the World Bank oriented policy of 
exports from India to developed countries 
in their interest only. 

If trusteeship of wealth to business and 
industry would have been effective, there 
might not have been so much of closures, lay-
offs and retrenchments of workers, and also so 
much of black money and such gigantic 
monopoly houses in India. This is the result of 
the trusteeship of wealth in business and 
industry. Ultimately, this logic resulted in the 
creation of monopoly houses and fattening of 
these houses at the cost of the people. Principle 
of trusteeship of wealth to business and 
industry is very sweet and melodious to hear. It 
demands change of heart of the vested class. 
The truth of the history is that only a 
democratic struggle can win the right and 
justice from the vested class. Trusteeship and 
socialism cannot coexist. The hypocracy of 
trusteeship will again be exploded as it has 
been historically done in various countries of 
the world. Internationally, this theory of 
trusteeship * has been exploded on the U.N. 
platform 

and in non-aligned conferences ot developing 
countries. History of the progress is the 
history of struggle of have-nots against 
haves. This is the absolute truth in the social 
sphere, in the political sphere and also on the 
horizon of human civilisation. Neither our 
economic policy be oriented by the World 
Bank as they are trying on the theory of 
export-oriented economy in the interests of 
the developed countries, nor self-reliance can 
depend on foreign aid. 

Sir, so far, the present Government has 
taken some piecemeal corrective measures of 
the legacy of misrule of Congress 
Government. But nothing fundamental is 
there regarding re-structuring of our socio-
economic frame. 

As regards the consumer industries, Sir, it 
has been apprehended that this industry will 
be placed at the mercy of the private sector. I 
do not know what would be the result of this 
private sector business. Ultimately, we shall 
be at the mercy of the private sector as we are 
so long at the mercy of the manufacturers, at 
the mercy of the private sector, at the mercy 
of the trader and black-marketeer. This 
situation must alter. So, I suggest that all 
consumer industries which are more essential 
for the people, should be under the control of 
the Government, both for production and for 
distribution so that the essential supplies 
reach the poorest of the poor in the villages at 
a cheaper rate. 

As regards closures, lay-offs, retrench-
ments etc., the Address keeps absolute 
silence. I do not know why these glaring 
problems of the poor people in the country, 
both in the field of industry and in the field of 
agriculture, are ignored by the President in his 
Address. 

In conclusion, I would say that the 
Government have failed to come forward 
with a definite policy in regard to our 
traditional anti-imperialistic stand on free-
dom struggles. We want that the   Govern- 
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adopt a proper attitude towards socialism and 
the socialist countries. The Government 
should also make international co-operation 
and friendship as the key-note for creating a 
peaceful international atmosphere. The 
attitude towards monopoly, both the national 
and the muHi-national varieties, should be 
clarified by the Government. The attitude 
towards the public sector as well as the 
private sector should be clarified by the 
Government. The Government's attitude 
towards industry and labour should also be 
made clear to the working people. They 
should also define their policy in regard to 
the distribution of the national wealth. A 
national income and wages policy should 
also be formulated. Measures to eradicate the 
black money, which is a parallel economy, 
should also be taken so that it would be 
curbed and ultimately eradicated. Finally, I 
would say that the President's Address fails 
to inspire the people by giving a proper 
direction to the teeming millions, the crores 
of people, who are living beneath the poverty 
line. They should be assured that the new 
Government would act according    to the 
aspirations  of the people. 

SHRI SARDAR AMJAD ALI (West 
Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I was a 
little bit confused as to what type of 
approbation I would have to give in regard 
to the Address which the Acting President 
has delivered to the two Houses of Parlia-
ment. In my estimation, the President's 
Address is the key-note of the Government's 
policy as to what they are going to do in the 
future, what type of economic policy they 
are going to pursue and what type of social 
and political approaches they are going to 
adopt. It is very unfortunate that in this very 
lig^.t-weight document, all these things are 
conspicuously absent, the things which are 
very important and with which the country 
sho'ild be concerned in the coming year. The 
President has not mentioned anything about 
these economic, social and political 
problems. As it has been said by hon. 
Members from this side and by some very   
'''close to the treasury 

benches, I would reiterate that the Presi-
dent's Address and the booklet w' ich has 
been given along with the President's 
Address are negative documents. 

In the Address, the Acting President has 
simply mentioned what type of atrocities had 
been committed by the former Government. 
There are certain observations in the 
Presidents' Address with which I agree and 
w'-.ich he has very rightly made. For 
example, he has said that the last elections 
have revealed how the democratic process in 
India has been revitalised and the deep roots 
it has taken. It is correct that the people in 
this country, in the last election, have 
expressed their opinion against any arbitrary 
act on the part of any Government 
whatsoever and against any extra-
constitutional centre of power. Sir, I am one 
of those who say that it is not fair to give 
encouragement to any extra-constitutional 
centre of power. But at the same time, when 
the President reveals in his Address the 
view-point of the present Government that 
they are very much against extra-
constitutional centres of power, with all 
humbleness., I would like to know from the 
Leader of the House, for whom I have some 
reverence and regard, whether they are also 
not encouraging extra-constitutional centres 
of power. 

When they say and the Prime Minister 
says that they will be very fair in running 
the administration, in running all sections 
and departments of administration, I would 
only like to know whether it was fair that 
the representatives of the people, even 
though they had declared that they would 
elect their own leader, will have some per-
son above them who is not a representative 
of the people in the Central Hall of Par-
liament to declare as to who should be the 
leader of the new Government. The Janata 
composition invited him to the Central Hall 
to declare as to who should be the leader of 
the new Government. This is the question 
that the people of this country will ask : If 
any Tom Dick and   Harry 
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abused the extra-constitutional centre of 
power, was it not the present Government 
which abused the extra-constitutional centre of 
power ? While it has been very much said by 
the Prime Minister of the country that he does 
not, and his Government do not want, to 
intervene in the affairs of the State 
Assemblies, I would ask the Leader of the 
House whether he has seen the press report 
today that some gentleman from outside is 
advising the Government that these 
Assemblies will have to be immediately done 
away with. It is a simple question whether 
they have started from the very beginning the 
extra-constitutional centre of power. 

Sir, in the President's Address I find that the 
Government swore that all the mass   media   
would   act   independently. With reverence and 
regard I would like to know whether the 
Information and Broadcasting Minister will be 
fair enough to say, comparing it with the point 
of time when the Congress Government used to 
relay the   public   meetings   of   the   Congress 
Party that that was wrong, that was bad, that 
had got to be abused, or whether the meeting of 
the Janata composition when it was relayed 
through the AIR and the Doordarshan was fair 
or not.   I  would like to know: Is this the type 
of fairness you want to show ? When the debate 
on the Kashmir Assembly came up here, the All 
India Radio simply named the speakers from 
this side and not the narration of the      [ 
speeches or the observations which they made 
here on the floor of this House. I would like to 
know whether this should be the   attitude or the 
fairness  of the Government. When the prime 
minister made certain abusive remarks about 
the women of this country or about the women 
of the whole world, you will be  surprised to 
know—I was tubing to the All India Radio that 
evening—in spite of the fact that  the  Prime  
Minister  made  a  very sordid remark here, the 
All India Radio twisted it. They did not publish 
the actual language   and   utterance   of  the   
Prime Minister. Even then we believe that the 

Government will function in a much more 
serenes way and in the way which they 
expected others to do when they were sitting on 
this side. I believe there is no necessity of 
repetition of the saying that the Congress Party 
has greeted the expression, has greeted the 
judgment that has been given by the people of 
this country. We have so many faults of our 
own, we agree; but is it the way that only by 
narration of the misgivings, narration of the 
abuses which the Government has done, you 
are going to train up the people of this great 
country ? 

In this Address we do not find the 
achievement—neither of the Congress 
Government, nor of the Congress Party— of 
the people of this country during the last 30 
years. If it is a fact that maladministration or 
abuse of power was a vital fault on the part of 
this Party and the Congress Governmeat, I 
would only like to have from the present 
Government, in all fairness to reply to a 
question as to whether this Party has not 
given a lead to this country. 

Has it not humbly worked with the people 
of this country to make it prosperous at least to 
a particular position which it is now ? Sir, we 
want to be very much co-operative with the 
Government and we have assured that our 
constructive co-operation will always be with 
the Government. We are conscious of the fact 
that during the last 30 years, from the side 
where the Government is sitting now, we have 
enunciated the idea that the Opposition should 
be a constructive Opposition. In order to make 
the Opposition constructive, I believe some 
fairer view is also required from the side of the 
Government. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, we are aware that 
excesses have been done in the name of family 
planning and we hail and greet this 
Government that they are going to rectify 
them. We promise all co-operation from our 
side in this drive. We hail the Government    
when we find that certain 
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officers are being sacked, or are being directed 
to go on forced leave. I do not hold any brief 
for any particular officer. But I believe the 
Government will agree that they could do it 
only because the foundation has been laid by 
the Congress Party. You want to restore 
individual liberty. Could you, in all fairness, 
say that you could do it unless the Congress 
Party had made an amendment to the 
Constitution saying that an officer who does 
not act according to the will of the people, or 
according to the will of the Government, can 
be dispensed with and he will have no right to 
go to the court ? You are very much an 
exponent of restoring individual liberty. 
Could you do that had there been this 
opportunity of some A,B or C, whomyou have 
asked to go on forced leave, to go to the court 
? Could you give them the right of going to 
the court and do this ? You could not, 
because this was the system by which they 
could forestall, could rather clcse the attempt 
any Government will make in the best 
interests of the people. Could the Government 
deny that they can have the restoration of 
certain rights so far as the financial position 
of the working classes is concerned ? How 
could ycu do that ? You could do that because 
you have been placed on a very sound 
financia footing. And that was an 
achievement— I don't say of my party and 
my Government it was an [achievement of the 
people. That is why you could restore these 
rights to them . 

Sir, when this document was distributed 
to us and the President deliveied, the Addiess 
before a joint sitting of the two Houses, we 
expected that in the Addiess, the President wc 
Hid at least rerfer to the achievements of the 
people made durirg the last 30 years. Yc u 
dene ur.ee previc us Government. That is all 
right. Eut you cannot dencur.ee the 
achievements of the people. If ycu believe 
that whatever achievements you will make, or 
under your leadership this cc untry will make, 
will ba   achievements    of   the      people,     
is    I 

that theory not applicable in our case 2 If you 
think that with the cooperation of the janata, 
the Government of the Janata composition can 
lead this country to a better future, is that 
policy not applicable to us ? Would you 
disagree with the fact that because of certain 
measures taken by the last Government, the 
coffers of this country were put in a stable 
condition } Would you disagree that in spite of 
the fact that of abuses of the Emergency were 
here, the Government gave a lead to the people 
to check the price rise and the prices came 
down ? Sir, I have certain figures with me. I 
agree that there were abuses i I agree that there 
were atrocities. But in the face of those 
atrocities, is it not a fact that the Government 
could give a lead to the administration to make 
a collection °f 5,490 million rupees in 1975-76 
, which is a rise of 35-6 percent over that of the 
previous year.3 We would have been very glad 
had they mentioned   all these. 

Ycu restore individual liberty. It is ail 
right. You restore individual liberty to 
Mastans and others. We do not grudge it» Ycu 
may tell people with folded hands, 'For Gcd's 
sake do not indulge in these acts which you 
have been doing for the last thirty years". 
Some of the members from the Government 
side say that this could be done away with by 
taking recourse to the ordinary law cf the 
country. Mr. Vice-Chairman, the crdiraiy law 
of the country has been applied many times. 
But what was the result ? The result was nil. 
Would the Government disagree that in spite 
cf the fact that there were abuses, black 
money to the tune of Rs. 1,400 crores could 
be unearthed by the Government? We would 
have been very glad had there been a mention 
of this achievement of the people in this 
document. 

Mi. Vice-Chairman, Sir, when the present 
Goverrment was in the Cppositicn we had 
heard from them that there was no production 
or that sometimes there was 
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an industrial recession. Is it not a fact that in 
spite of the abuses, in spite of the atrocities, 
during the last year at least, industrial 
production went up by about 12 per cent 
more than in the previous year ? We would 
have been very glad had there been a 
mention of this achievement, not of the 
Government but of the people. 

Sir, in his Address the President is 
completely silent as to what should be their 
attitude towards the backward classes, the 
minorities and the Harijans. Net a single 
word. But we do not feel proud about it. We 
only say humbly that in spite of the 
atrocities and abuses of the Emergency, 7-1 
million people of this country who did not 
have even the shade of a tree on their heads 
have been provided with places where they 
could construct their own he uses {Time-bell 
rings). We have our hopes but the present 
Government is acting in a fashion such as to 
make the people completely forget their 
achievements. Therefore, Sir, I again come 
back to the statement made by the President 
in his Address : 

"In the economic sphere, the Go-
vernment is pledged to the removal of 
destitution within a definite time-frame 
of 10 years. Relative neglect of the rural 
sector has created a dangerous imba-
lance in the economy leading to migra-
tion of people from rural areas to urban 
centres.   " 

We agree that people migrate from rural 
areas to urban centres but is it a fact that 
the Government had completely neglected 
the agricultural economy and the agricul 
tural sector? Sir, if they had completely 
neglected agriculture, then how is it that 
120 million tonnes of foodgrains could be 
produced ? And that has definitely not 
been produced on the Rajpath in New Delhi 
or on the Chowringhee in Calcutta. It was 
produced in the agricultural areas, in the 
rural areas.  

We were very much gladdened at the 
statement of the Prime Minister that within 
next 10 years there will not be a single soul in 
this country who will be unemployed. We 
want to see that blessed day. 

We would be very happy and perhaps on that 
day there would be no necessity of hammering 
too much on the lungs of the Goverhment Party 
to spit venom against the Congress Party. But, 
in which way  ? No indication has been given 
in this regard. They have been saying so  many 
things. They have been saying that the 
monopoly capital of this country is exploiting 
too much. There is not a word in the Address as 
to what would be the approach of the [Govern-
ment towards the monopoly capital. But 
certainly we find that a game has already been    
started   to   give   them  concessions. Only 
yesterday, going through the parlia*' mentary 
papers, I found that an official notification from 
the Ministry of Finance has been issued, under 
which an importer of cotton will not have   to 
pay any tax. It has already been stated that, 
since they are  silent  about  the   public  sector,  
the approach of the Government is very  clear 
as to whom they are going to boost up. The 
people of this country certainly have expressed 
their view,  but, in my estimate, Sir, that is a   
view of emotion and not a view of thinking.   
We have committed a mistake by indulging in 
some extra constitutional centres of power. I 
can only plead with the Government not to be a 
victim of the extra constitutional centres of 
power, as they have shown it on the fleer of the  
Central Hall of Parliament in the case of 
Acharya J.B. Kripalanior Shri Jayaprakash 
Narayan. They may be your philosophical 
leaders, we agree. Though we do not concede 
that, we agree just for the sake of argument that 
they are your philosophical leaders. But a 
philosophical leader   can guide   a   party, not a 
Government,    and the mement   a 
philosophical   leader   quides,   I   leave    it to 
you to follow whether it becomes an extra-
constitutional       centre     of     power,    or 
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[Sardar Amjad Ali] nit. Therefore, Sir, 
when as a formal 5 thing we have to express our 
gratitude to the President while he makes an 
Address to the joint session, we would have 
been very happy if there had been any mention 
about the achievements of the people. I do not 
say that they are the achievements of the 
Government because a Government can only 
lead, a Government can only give direction, 
and, if according to that direction, the people 
have achieved something, the Janata 
composition could have taken 
a right stance and sent their greetings to the 
people through the highest 'dignitary of the 
land, which, lunfortunately, has not been  
done. 

Thank you very much. 

THE. VICE-CHAIRMAN ' (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA) : Shri Himmat Sinn 
not there. Shri Kalp Nath Rai ~ not there. 
Shri N. P. Nanda. 

SHRI NARASINGHA PRASAD 
NANDA (Orissa) : Mr. Vice-Chairman Sjr, I 
am not playing Antony to the leader who lost 
at the hustings ; nor do I hold any brief for the 
persons who are supposed to have committed 
excesses, of which much advantage was taken 
by the people who are now sitting on the other 
side of the House. But I would submit that the 
President's Address to the joint se3?bn of 
Parliament whxh came in the wake of a flood 
of enthusiasm on the other side, overflowing 
the banks, has really disappointed     me. 

Tivs document which is supposed to give 
a sense of direction in all spheres of life to the 
new Government, sadly lacks exposure on the 
economic, social and other important issues 
with which we are vitally concerned. On the 
other hand, Sir, the Presidential address is a 
highly controversial document. History will 
judge whether the democratic polity of which 
it mentions and the other political and 
controversial statements   which have   been 

made in it are correct. But, I would 
submit that in the election manifesto 
given by the so-called Janata Party 
the issues were too vague and certain 
things were said which were of a very 
general nature, and it is not on those 
that the people actually voted the Janata 
Party to power. It was said, Sir, that 
the choice was between freedom and sla 
very, between democracy and dictator 
ship, between abdicating the power of the 
people or re-asserting it. It was also said 
that the cluice was between the Gandhian 
path and the way that had led many 
nations down the principle of dictatorships 
instability, military adventure and national 
ruin. I would submit, Sir, in the biblical 
language, that all this tall talk in the 
Janata manifesto is vanity of vanities, 
all is vanity. I would also submit that it 
is emptiness, emptiness, all is emptiness. 
Now, it is said that the Forty-second 
Amendment was introduced and passed hur 
riedly to regularise the emergency in the 
country. I for one, Sir, humbly dis 
agree on this point of view. Before the 
Forty-second Amendment was brought 
before      Parliament       the Congress 

Party, in its 1971 election manifesto, had 
clearly said that the necessary changes in the 
Constitution would be made for read-jmtment 
of the dispute between Parliament and juiic'aty. 
Before the Amendment was introduced a 
national debjte was ra'sed. A large number of 
rep.-jjeititiou vnce received by the S.varan 
Singh C>mnvttee. The Bar Associations all 
over India expressed their opinion, lawyers 
conferences were held all over India ; there 
were debates, seminars, discussions from one 
end of the country to the other end and people 
who were sitting in the opposition then alsi 
expressed their opinion on the various aspects 
of the Forty-second Amendment. I would 
respectfully submit that what the Forty-second 
Amendment of the Constitution sought to 
achieve was to reestablish the supremacy of 
Parliament over judiciary. There can be 
absolutely no   doubt   that   there   can be no  
agency 
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outside Parliament which can sit over the 
head of every one. I would submit that this 
was not a situation only in this country. In the 
American constitutional history also, you will 
find that during the regime of Roosevelt, there 
was a lot of controversy between the Supreme 
Court and the American Government and 
Roosevelt had to come out with certain 
changes in the constitution. Now, Sir, so far 
as the question of establishing the supremacy 
of Parliament is concerned I would submit 
that the Forty-second amendment is a 
milestone in the history of constitution-
making. 

Then, Sir,   another important   aspect of this   
Constitution   Amendment   was  to give   
precedence to the   Directive     Principles   of   
State   Policy   over the chapter on Fundamental   
Rights.   Now, it is for you   to judge      
whether the  fundamental rights    have been a 
road-block to social and economic   progress in 
the country.   I have been a member of the legal 
profession for  quite a long time and I  know 
that 99 per cent of the writ cases filed were on 
some   trifling   matters.   In fact,  in   Calcutta 
when a road    was being   built to the Dum 
Dum   airport, a   certain gentleman came up 
with a writ  petition   sayirg that heavy trucks    
going on   that road were affecting   the very 
structure of his   house and the   High   Court 
issued a writ prohibiting the   Government   
from going ahead with    that programme.   
And,    therefore, for ten years that road could 
not be built. I can multiply   instances   of this 
nature. You [are   aware,    Sir,    that   the    
land reforms   legislation   was halted in various 
States by this process cf law.  There are «o 
many other   things which" I can say, but I 
would submit that it has been our misfortune 
that in this country, the court of law has always   
been used by   the vested interests, the people 
who belcng to the land-owing" class, the 
industrial   class and the ether classes, as an 
instrument  to prevent social end economic 
progress. Was it not 

necessary to strike a balance and to see that 
the courts 'act within the limits of their 
jurisdiction ? I would, therefore, submit, Sir, 
that so far as giving precedence to the 
Directive Principles of State Policy over the 
Fundamental Rights was concerned, we were 
perfectly right and I am not at all apologetic 
about it. 

Then, Sir, I wculd submit that in this 
country there was a struggle on behalf of a 
section of people, quite substantial section of 
people, to redefine the ideal of the State and 
we included the term "socialist " in the 
Preamble of the Constitution. I would submit 
that socialism was made the ideal of this 
country by the 42nd amendment. Now, some 
people say that this amendment was 
introduced only for the purpose of legalising 
Emergency. Well, a section of people have 
the right to take that view. I do not object to 
their taking that view. But we, on our part, 
reiterate our stand that the ideas of socialism, 
democracy and secularism, enshrined in our 
Constitution, have been strengthened by this 
amendment. 

Another important thing which was 
done by the 42nd amendment was to 
introduce a new chapter —called "Fun 
damental Duties". People are now 
talking of Gandhiji. Gandhiji's ideas 
were murdered by the very people—I am 
not talking of the physical murder of 
Gandhiji, but I am talking of the people 
who committed murder of the ideas of 
Gandhiji, who are now occupying the 
Treasury benches—who  are    talking 
of Gandhian socialism without knowing who 
Gandhiji was or what socialism is. I would 
respectfully submit, Sir, that we, on our part, 
introduced a chapter on Fundamental Duties. 
Gandhiji said that rights flow from duties. 
There are always two sides of a coin. For the 
last thirty years we have been emphasising 
the rights of the people without considering 
whether   we have a duty   towards     the 
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people or not. Now a chapter on fundamental 
duties has been incorporated. I do not know 
how my friend in the treasury benches are 
opposed to that. In the Presidential address 
you will find a blanket policy announced that 
the entre forty-second amendment will be 
scrapped. I respectfully submit that this is not 
the wa of doing things. In that case whatevey 
good we have done will be undone and irf the 
Government go on undoing whatever good 
we have done in the course of the last thirty 
years, then it will be impossible for them to 
do anything positive from their side. 
Therefore, I submit that the Congress Party 
stands by the Forty-second Amendment Act. 
Of course, this does not mean we are not 
prepared to consider any specific proposal on 
merit. But as a whole, to say that just to 
legalise the   emergency     we have 
introduced this 
Forty-second   Amendment and bulldozed it, 
is not   correct. 

There is another  point regarding  the 
theory of direct action and   total   revolution.   
So long as my friends on the   other side    
were     occupying    the    opposition benches,   
they   advocated   this     theory. Now that they   
are   occupying   treasury benches, I warn   
them against  this theory of    direct    action    
and total revolution. There is a complete  
misunderstanding and misuse of the concept 
of this direct action theory.    This concept was  
inherited from the freedom    movement.   In  
those   days the concept  of direct    action and     
total revolution   had some      relevance.   
Now that we   have a  viable alternative and   
the people  hove voted for you, for God's sake, 
for the nation's sake divorce     this  idea of 
direct action and total   revolution from your    
mind. 

SHRI U.K. LAKSHMANA GOWDA 
(Karnataka) t Mr. Vice-Chairman, thank you 
very much for giving mean opportunity to 
say a few words on the President's Address. 
I have been carefully    listening  to the 
speeches on   their 

side of the House. After all, the President's 
Address is the usual formality and it   only    
reflects   the   views   of the 
Government, its policies and programmes. 
But   in   this  instance, I find my firends 
from the other side, who are now in the 
opposition, taking the treasury benches to 
task for not enumerating their achievements 
in the past. Having taken over the 
Government only recendy, I am sure they 
will understand that they will certainly not 
be in a position to enumerate the 
achievements they have been able to make 
and they have only tried to lay before the 
country certain of the policies which they 
intend to carry out in the discharge of their 
duty as the present-day Government. 
Sometime back, Sir, Mr. Raju while 
speaking on 3 p. m. this, said that the ruling 
party should be condemned for not having 
guided the President regarding the Address, 
in regard to the manner in which it should 
have been prepared and the manner in which 
he would have liked it to be prepared and he 
said that the new Government should have 
referred to the achievements of his govern-
ment during the earlier period. But, Sir, you 
know it and I would also like to submit that 
it is the decision of Mr. Raju and his own 
party which is responsible 
for this, when they amended the Consti-
tution to make it so firm and clear that the 
President had no other option but to say 
what the Council of Ministers 
advise him   to say.   What is the good   of 
condemning   the new Government which 
has take over just now   in this   regard ? 
It is his own   mistake and unless that is 
rectified, perhaps the same thing will   be 
repeated   in the   case of the President's 
Address when   some   other Government 
comes   to   power. 

Sir, even though I do not want to make a 
speech saying much about the recent 
elections and the emergency and other 
things, a passing reference to these things is 
very necessary. When the emergency was 
promulgated, it was said that it was a shock 
treatment and it did    achieve 
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certain initial benefits.   I do agree.   But, Sir, it 
certainly had outlived its usefulness  and as    it 
continued month after month, it only   helped   
in developing authoritarian rule in the country  
and,   as it is very  widely  called now,  it 
helped  in developing extra-constitutional 
centres of .power and we all know what all 
happened during the last eighteen months or 
so. I would only request the supporters and the 
votaries of the   emergency   to pause and 
consider  as to what would have   happened if 
the emergency had continued for a year more.   
They _ themselves have admitted what the 
outcome of the emergency during these months 
has been and they themselves have said   that 
they have been punished for it and that they 
have  realised  it now. So, it is not a question of 
the   votaries of the emergency  saying that all 
the achievements have been because of the 
emergency. Certainly not.   But, at the same 
time,  Sir, I also do not say that, just because 
something happened during the last two  years, 
Mrs.   Indira Gandhi's    Government had not 
achieved anything during the previous nine 
years or so.   It    had   considerable 
achievements to its credit and there   have been 
commendable   achievments which   I do not  
want to deligrate   standing    here. Now,   Sir,   
after the elections came,   we know that the 
people of the country, even though most of 
them   illiterate,   were intelligent enough to 
see that there was need for a change in the  
thirty   year's Congress rule.   Whether they 
accepted the achievements or not is a different   
matter.   But they   really reacted to certain 
actions   of the ruling   party and   they did vote   
for a change.   We    must     remember   here, 
when they effected the change, they provided   
the    parliamentary   democracy with 
something   else   which the thirty   year's 
Congress rule or the parliamentary process 
during    that   period had not    achieved. We  
must   remember   the fact that   they have  now   
provided a viable   Opposition. Everybody   
has been asking for an Opposi-ition,   a viable 
Opposition.    The  Congress Party   and also 
the other   parties have been asking for a viable 
Opposition. That 

has come about only during this election. I 
do no want to go into all those details now. 
But what is relevant now is that the people 
have given a new government now. Now, 
there is a new government and, at the same 
time, there is also a viable Opposition. Let 
me hope that as a basic requirement of 
parliamentary democracy, there will be co-
operation between the two and both of them, 
the ruling party and the Opposition, will 
further cause of democratic government in 
this country and see that the nation 
progresses. 

Sir, in the President's Address, re-
ferences have been made to the liberalisation 
of the emergency and to bringing back the 
Press freedom. I do not think that anybody 
would object; it. Whether it is proposed by 
the Government which has recently taken 
over or not, when the Congress Party itself, 
in its last days, in its last minutes, removed 
and repealed the emergency, I am sure they 
had also in their own minds the idea that 
they would repeal all the inhibitory laws 
which restricted   the freedom of  the Press. 

I am glad, Sir, that as mentioned in the 
Presient's Address, to a great extent that 
achievement has already been made, with 
regarded to removing restriction on press 
freedom. Now we already see tnat in the Lok 
Sabha the amendments for repealing the two 
Press Acts are there and they will soon 
become Acts. Nobody sheds any tears for the 
repeal of those   inhibitory laws. 

In the same way, with regard to the 
MISA, whatever initial good things might 
have been when it was used against anti-
social and other elements, it became a source 
of oppression, and what has been mentioned 
in President's Address has already been 
achieved in doing away with the MISA   and 
other   acts. 

Sir, so far as other matters are concerned, 
I am glad tb«t the new Government has made 
it very categorical that they are going to 
continue the fcrdgn policy   of the country,  
which is one of 
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" non-alignment",   and subsequent   state 
ments   by the Foreign  Minister  have only     1 
confirmed   what   the   r.tw   Government's 
policy is jn this regard.   Whatever    the      j 
individual    philosophy  of the constituting 
parties   might   have   been,   Janata   Party 
stands for      [non-alignment        and 

also continued    support to   the Arab      
I 
countries and the East European countries 
and the U.S.S.R. and improvement of 
relations with U.S.A. and the West. This is   
welcome. 

Sir,     so far as the   development     of 
agriculture in the rural arras is   concerned, I 
welcome      what    has been mentioned here. I 
am not    belittlirg    the   previous Government's 
achievement so  far as land reforms are 
concerned.   At least in the southern   States,   
tenancy    rights   have  been conferred, and 
even    though    the   distribution of surplus 
land has not been substantial,   yet    some 
achievement has   been there.   But,  at  the 
sgme time, I stand by the new       Government 
when    they   say that   there will be  further 
development in the rural      areas and especially 
migration of the rurfl   population   to the  cities   
wil be    checked   which   would    considerably 
help to solve   the unemployment   problem. 

In this   context,   Sir, I would  like   to 
submit    what I    have been saying   many 
times in the past in this    House   that one of 
the causes,  according to me,   for  migration      
of the rural    population   to   the cities is the   
creation of very   Uneconomic agricultural 
units.   If  two   or   three acres of dry      land 
is a unit for   a cultivating family,   will it not 
be attracted to go ever to the cities    where   
even a Class III employees in a   public  or 
private    firm   can get a higher    income    
than the    whole agricultural    family      with    
such   small units.   I have   always  stood for 
land   re-foims.   But   I have always   stood 
for the abolition of uneconomic   units.   So 
far as the' distribution of surplus   lard is 
concerned, it is much   better to make it a 
viable holding rather  than create more 
unecono- 

mic    Holdings.    Ihis is  a   matter   wtticn many    
times    I have mentioned in this 
House.   So far asiland   reforms are   con 
cerned, I hope in future the new  Govern 
ment   will   give due consideration to this 
matter  and see that in   addition   to  star 
ting   new   rural industries as they   have 
proposed to start,   they would   give   some 
consideration   to ensure   corse lidtticn of 
holdings and doirg away with uneconomic 
holdirgs and then improve the  sub-stan 
dard   agriculture. fi 

Sir,    one unfortunate   thing   that   has 
happened   in the  campaigns in connection with 
the recent   elections has,    according tome, 
been that the family plannirg programme   
seems to have become one of the victims.       
Sir,    the new      Government also  envisage 
their firm   policy on family plannirg  and they   
seem to give  priority to it.   But,   unfortunately, 
as a result   of seme of the methods which   were   
resorted to in the northern States, this    
programme has become  one of the  casualties 
and it is high     time and  very  necessary that  
the new  Government and the Health Minister 
should see to it that family   planning    is 

    given  priority.   Statements like  " Sterili- 
satoin is ir.human"  will certainly not help 
in the   pro giess of   family   plannirg.   Cf 
course,   there   are other   methods     like 
contraceptives.   Along     with  those   me 
thods,   nobody   can deny   that so far as 
large   families   are concerned,   sterlisa'ion 
is one of the   best methods. I do not mean 
that    I approve of any of      the compul 
sions which were resorted to in the   steri 
lisation      programme. But    it    is 
necessary    that the    Government   should 
see   to it  that encouragements and incen 
tives are provided for sterihsaton.   Other * 
wise,   what has been achieved or what the 
Government    proposes    to   achieve     in 
order   to provide     a better     standard   of 
living   for the people   may be   lest if   we 
do not have a firm policy and give'pricrity 
for the   family   plannirg   programme. 

Sir,  so far as the  mass communication 
media  are concerned.   I  heard  seme re- 
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ferences from  my    friend,    Shri  Amja^ 
Ali.   But   as an   unattached   person,    I 
find    quite a liberalisation with  regard to 
mass   communication   media of the   Go 
vernment   of   India after the repeal of the 
emergency.   Sir, it is common knowledge 
how  the All India Radio and other mass 
communication media    were   functioning 
during the last 19 months.   Probably  my 
Congress  friends   will  admit    that they 
themselves   did not   know   many of   the 
things which were happening in the country. 
(Time bell   rings).   I am   told that   even 
the  highest   authorities in the   Congress 
party   had to admit  that they were insu 
lated against        knowing        what 
was happening in the country.   Otherwise, 
perhaps   they  would   have   reconsidered 
emergency much earlker.   It is one of the 
outstanding      example of  what   happens 
when mass   communication    media    are 
throttled like    that.   I am   very    happy 
that liberalisation is taking     place.     The 
present   Government has started very well. 
They have agreed to broadcast   the address 
of the Leader   of the     Opposition to the 
nation today.   They have   started    very 
well.   I hope   that this liberalisation will 
continue and it will not be used purely for 
Government   propaganda. 

Sir, in general I find that the President's 
Address reflects the policy or the policies of 
the new Government which has taken over 
recently. Of conse, they have yet to finalise 
most of their policies. With these words, I 
commend the Address    for    acceptance. 

Thank   you. 
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of responsibility and [contsraint that I have 
decided to intervence in the debate today. Sir, 
I have g me through the speeches male on the 
floor of the House yesterday and I have tried 
to follow the speeches mile duing th; course 
of the day. On the one hind, I am hippy to 
observe the fl i\v of live for democracy from 
my friends of the Congress Party. On the 
other hands I have been trying to search 
where was that fbw when I myself was 
struggling fir a dialogue, a national dialogue, 
to save democracy. Sir, we are thankful to 
those who have supported us. But I have not 
com: across a single individuil so far who 
rebelled agiinst the leaders when a member of 
the Working C>mn'ttee, Mr. Chmdra Shekhir, 
and an erstwh'le c olleagu; like me w'io was in 
the C ou ic'l af Ministers, the Central Council 
of Ministers, were put beh'nd th' bars. Whit 
was done by the party? Whit Was done by the 
C >ng:e3s ? I w >u!i like to ask those who say 
that they were behind us whither anybody 
rased hrs voice against tivs sort of atrocity 
towa-ds the members of their own party win 
were fighting for democracy and a national 
dialogue and when there was nothing wrong 
in that. But Sir, even though I was behind the 
bars for 
14 or 15 Months,I would like to make it 
clear. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal) 
: Mr. Dharia, Dr. Radha -krishanan used to 
tell me in my younger days that there can be 
patience without agner. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : That is what I 
was going to say just now. Sir , even thought 
myself and my colleagues like Mr. Chandra 
Shekher and Mr. Ram Dhan have been 
behind the bars for nearly 19 months, I would 
like to make it very clear that while 
participating in the debate, I have no rancour 
in my mind. I have no anger against any 
individual. But certainly, there is anger 
against injustice. This is very much 
necessary. Those who have canmt get angry 
against injustice cannot protect justice.   They    
can not do away 

with this sort of system which generates 
injustice. To that extent, if I am angry, I hope 
and believe that this House wjll please 
appreciate it. 

Sir, we are all aware that the Emergency 
was promulgated by the Congress Govern-
ment, rather by the Prime Minister. Was it 
necessary ? Several things were being said 
from one side. When I was in jail, I used to 
listen to the All India Radio and I used to read 
some newspapers which were made available, 
that too after a few months. Every time what I 
was reading was nothing but praise for the 
Emergency, praise from within the country 
and from outside. I felt that there must have 
been tremend ous progress made in the 
country. But when I came out and when I 
looked at the youngesters in the rural areas, I 
found that the proportion of unemployment 
had not at all come down. On the contrary, 
unemployment had increased. When I looked 
at the problem cf poverty in the country, I 
found it was much more than what it was 
before the Emergency. When I had the 
occassion to observe the disparties, whether 
social or economic, I found that the gulf had 
increased and not decreased. I can very well 
understand that the crop position was better. I 
do not know if it is the claim of the Party, the 
then Party in power, that the MISA was made 
applicable even to nature and that is why the 
rainy season was in order—that too two rainy 
seasons I was in jail at that time, but I do not 
know whether it is the claim of the Congress 
Party. It is because of the rains, it is because 
of the farmers. My learned friend, Mr. 
Gunanand Thakur, just now said : 

.    . 

It is not Mrs. Indira Gandhi. That is where 
you have gone wrong. It is not Mrs. Gandhi. 
It is the cultivators in the country who have 
produced. And when we think of 
democracy—it was a wrong notion that India 
is Indira and Indira is India, that continuance 
of Mrs. Indira Gandhi as Prime Minister was 
indispensable. Today I was happy to listen to 
Mr. Raju when   he said that no biggest of the 
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equated with the country. My friend Mr. Raju 
is not present here. I would like to ask him 
where he was when it was said that Indira is 
India and India is Indira and when we people 
criticised that it was not consistent with the 
very dictum of democracy. 

Sir, I asked seme leaders—I wculd not name 
them—after the judgement of 'the judgement of 
the Allahabad Gcurt if it wculd not be in the 
interest of democracy to creat new decorum 
and new norms for ideal democracy if Mrs. 
Gandhi stepped     down     for     the time     
being. 

'Maybe, Mr. Jagjivan Ram, Mr. Chavan, Mr. 
Swaran Singh—there were many— could be 
the Prime Minister. On this argument of India 
is Indira and Indira is India, I also asked a 
question as to why they were not expressing a 
vote of no-confidence against themselves. But 
they had no reply.  I am not going to name 
the individuals but I am may tell yc u that 
they had no reply. 

In a democracy, can it ever happen that 
individuals" become* much mere than^the 
'country. It happended here, f during 
Emergency, with a person who had nothing to 
do either with the organisation or with the 
Government, becoming a super Minister ? He 
stays in the residence occupied by the Prime 
Minister and functions like a super Minister. I 
have nothing a personal against Mr. Sanjay 
Gandhi because only on one occasion, at one 
reception of Mr. Rajiv I had met him, that too 
casually.' There is, that way, no personal 
relationship whatsoever — th re cruld be 
neither .bias, nor love. But It was surprised, I 
was stunned that when Mr. Sanjay Gandhi was 
going for the programmes of the Youth 
Ccngress or the Congress Party, he was being 
flown in special planes of the Defence. Mr. 
Sanjay Gandhi flew by specialDefence planes 
and he was accompanied by the Defence 
Minister, Mr. Bansi Lai, or the Minister of 
State, Mr. V. N. Gadgil, to make it possible for 
Mr. Sanjay Gandhi that the expenditure should 
be well within the limits of the ele- 

ction norms. Mr. Bansi Lai or Mr. Gadgil in 
their capacity as Minister in Defence Ministery 
were going like guards.   I feel it is nothing  but   
a stigma  on democracy when Ministers should 
be utilized for such purposes.   And not a  single 
man from the Congress side had courage to ask 
what he was dojng.   Is it not an atrocity against, 
the     Government   ?   Is     it     not     an 
atrocity against democracy? Is it not an atrocity 
against the people   ?   The   way Mr. Sanjay   
Gandhi was   being  received by Chief Ministers, 
the way in which he was saluted by the whole 
paraphernalia of Ministers and others, it was 
equally astonishing.     Is     it   not     a      
personality cult ?   It   was       argued     this      
morning that he was not    having personality I     
cult.   What else was it ?   I would like to know 
from the Members of the Congress side why   
nobody   could   raise  his   voice against him.   
Sir,  I  can quote instances after instances.     I 
am    now      occupying the position of the 
Minister of   Commerce and Civil   Supplies  
and    Cooperation.   I have tried to gether 
information from  my own Ministry.     I can 
quote   illustrations where Mr.   Sanjay  Gandhi,    
though   he was nowhere in the picture, had   
tried to intervene   in a way as   if  he was a 
super Minister, more than the Minister   himself 
in the Alinistry.    And it was accepted by the 
Minister.   Are you prepared to  accept this sort 
of functioing   in the party and the Government ?   
Then   if somebody  criticises, well, he becomes 
a reactionary. 

Sir, it is most unfortunate. I belonged to 
the Congress Party. I have worked "as the 
General Secretary of the Maharashtra 
Pradesh Congress Committee for nearly 6 to 
7 years—and, that too, as an effect-tive 
General Secretary. While I was a member of 
the Rajya Sabha, I always felt proud of 
myself. While I was in the Union Council of 
Ministers, I was all the while insisting on 
politics of commitment and doing away with 
politics of convenience. The assurances 
came fourth but never the actions. The 
politics was always personality-oriented; it 
was never principle-oriented. Under the 
circumstances, are you not going to think in 
a quiet and dispassionate 
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manner that something has basically gone 
worng ? It is no use accusing the Janta Party. It 
is no use saying that these four parties have 
come together, it is a circus, they are like 
animals, heterogenous groups and all that, or 
how the Jana Sangh and the Socialist Party, or 
how the Swatantra Party and the Congress (O) 
can sit together. These questions could be put. 
But may I tell my friends that it is perhaps the 
then ruling party which was responsible for 
making these people sit together and think in 
the interest of the country; to forget what was 
wrong and to come together in the interest of 
the country ? Please don't forget that the Janata 
Party is not a heterogenous group of certain 
individuals or parties, or that we are different 
parties. All parties are not going to merge in the 
usua way. Every party has decided to disolvi 
itself and it is a new force emerging in th< 
country. The basic tenets of the JanaTA Party 
are absolutely clear. This partj stands for the 
sovereignty and intergritj of the country; this 
party stands for democracy; this party stands 
for secularism and this party stands for the 
creation of an egalitarian society based on 
socialist Gandhian principles. This is the basic 
objective of the party. There is no difference 
whatsoever so far as this party is concerned. 
But I can very well understand the criticism 
that nothing has been mentioned in the Address 
of the acting President. But may I draw your 
attention to what the acting President has said 
in his Address ? It has been very clearly said : 

"My Government pledges iteself to 
fulfil in every way the mandate given to it 
by the people. In doing so, it will not take 
the people for granted or assume that they 
know nothing and that the Government 
alone knows all answers and solutions". 

But in the Congress Party, unfortunately, it 
was not even the Government alone but only 
one person who was supposed to know 
everything and the others had, as if, mortgaged 
all their wisdom and conscience. The very 
people who fought in the name of conscience 
at the time of the presidential election—I am 
speaking about the presidential election of Mr. 
Giri Vis-a- vis Mr. Reddy—forgot that very 
conscience. Why ? 

And, Sir, the acting President has made it 
very clear afterwards, He said : 

"Honourable Members, the new 
Government new has taken charge only 
three days ago. It has not had the time to 
work out the details of the various 
measures it intends to adopt." Then, again, 
he has said : 

"My Government will announce at the 
time of the presentation of the final budget 
later this year the details of the economic 
programme that is proposed to be 
followed." 

Nothing has been hidden. Perhaps, here, we 
might have accepted the advice of Mr: 
Sanjay Gandhi—Work more, talk less — 
but with some amendment—work more talk 
less, but talk sense. That is very much there  
in this Presidential Address. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : That you 
are hoping for a new age. 

SHRI  MOHAN DHARIA : I am not- 
hoping for  a  new  age;    I    am   talking 
about it. I am thankful to Mr.   Bhupesh 
Gupta-----  

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : That is 
exactiy the heading. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : Great men-
think alike. I am prepared to follow Dada, 
to some extent. So far as your occasional 
wisdom is concerned, I am prepared to 
follow it. 

What are the basic problems before the 
country today ? I am not going to burden 
this House with a long speech, but I would' 
like to bring to the notice of the House my 
own book, "Fumes and Fire". It contain* 
several documents, several letters that I had 
written to the then Prime Minister. It 
contains my views and also my important 
speech at Ahmedabad which was delivered 
on 1st March, 1975. Immediately after 
returning from Ahmedabad I had to quit 
the Ministry in a very unceremonious 
manner. Again, I have no anger if I had to 
quit the Ministry or quit the Congress   and 
was- 
put in jail. The   basic question is ................  
{interruption) ___ Yes,  It was a journey. 

from   the  Central  Government to  the Central 
Jail and from the Central Jail back-I    to   the   
Central   Government. 
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SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS 
SALEEM (Andhra Pradesh) : And with a 
higher promotion. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : I tell you 
whether it is a promotion or not is immaterial. 
But I have no doubt that in the hearts of the 
people I have been elevated and I feeljproud 
about it because I have been j one with them 
and I shah aiways stand by .the people. 

Much  has  beeu   alleged  against  Mr. 
Jayaprakash   Narayan   without  trying   to 
understand what he said. Even the President 
of the Congress Party went to the extent of 
calling Mr. Jayaprakash Narayan a traitor. 
And how many have raised their voice against 
it that it was wrong ? How can you say such a 
thing? Is it not Mr. Jayaprrakash Narayan 
who, in 1942,   broke the Hazari-bagh prison 
? While pistols were being fired at him, he 
had the courage to go out and it is Mr. 
Jayaprakash Narayan who inspired youngsters 
like   me  in 1942.      It  is   he who   taught    
us   to    take     pistols    and bombs in our 
hands and fight against the Britishers in that 
movement of do or die. Sir, he has never been 
a member of any Legislative  Assembly.   Mr.    
Jayaprakash Narayan has never been a 
Member of Parliament nor has he been a 
member of a municipality or a gram 
panchayat. He has been only a soul who 
inspired this country, and that inspiration was 
for moral values. That inspiration was for 
patriotism. It was always for service to the 
prople snd service to the society. That we 
have foregotten today and some go to the 
extent of calling him a traitor. Is it the way of 
treating the patriots in the country ? Those 
who have nothing to do with the movement of 
Independence, many of them, join in the 
charge as if it had become   the fashion of the 
day and just go on  repeating what their 
leaders say and in their   masters voice. I felt 
so sorry. 

What was the say of Mr. Jayaprakash 
Narayan ? He insisted that cjrruption had 
taken roots in the country and because of this 
corruption the Administration, the whole of 
this country, our society has gone corrupt and 
we cannot progress until this . corruption is 
uprooted. What was     wrong 

in it? Sir, Mr. Jayaprakash Nayayan insisted 
on the involvement of youngsters is this 
whole process cf development. He felt that 
employment along with development should 
be the motto, that it should be the way of our 
planning. What was wrong in it ? And if 
friends like me insist on or suggest a 
dialogue with Mr. Jayaprakash Narayan, it 
becomes a crime. 

Sir , this afternoon I was happy to learn 
from Mr. Raju that a dialogue between the 
Ploitical parties is very much necessary. I am 
happy that, after that much of trial, atleast 
that realisation is there in my friends like Mr. 
Raju that there whculd be a dialogue. Even 
today I want to make it clear that my party 
believes in dialogue. It believes in 
democracy. My party believes that every 
person should have the righ to criticise and 
that all have the right to have their own 
association and.... (Juterruption). I am coming 
to that. 

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS 
SALEEM : It was yet to come into 
existence. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : It will 
take some time for you to understand. 
That I can understand. But the point is ____  

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS 
SALEEM : Let us understand each other. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : It requires 
some time for my friend to understand, but 
even then he understands. 

Sir, my party believes in civil liberties ; 
my party believes in humanitarian values. 
And here I am reminded of what has been 
said on a tablet on the House of Commons. It 
is from Voltaire. It is said; "I have the 
greatest detest for your opinion; however to 
preserve your right to utter that opinion, I 
shall fight unto death." And what did we 
witness during the time of the emergency ? I 
had suggested, while opposing the emergency 
that a tablet should be fixed on our Sansad 
Bhawan : "we have the greatest detest for 
your opinion and to destroy and demolish 
your right to utter lhat opinion we shall fight 
unto death Indira Gandhi, D.K. Borooah, and 
I had 



[Shri Mohan Dharia] also attached the 
name of S.A. Dange—my friend Mr. 
Kalyan Roy will forgive me. But that was 
the attempt—the attempt to kill democracy. 
It has been said that those who were the 
murderers of Gandhiji are in this party. Sir, 
the Jana Sangh came into being in 1952. 
The Jana Sangh had nothing to do with it. It 
was not even in existence at the time when 
Mahatmaji was murdered. That is one 
thing. And if Gandhiji was murdered by a 
few individuals, then the philosophy 
(Interruptions). I have already condemned 
It. I am here to condemn those who 
murdered Gandhiji or the trend which mur-
dered Gandhiji. But I must also say that 
while a few individuals murdered Gandhiji, 
the Congress Party has murdered the cause 
of Mahatma Gandhi. Why do you forget 
that  ? Why are yc u forgetting that 
during the course of the emergency............... 
(Interruption). 

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS SA-
LEEM : Those persons who were res-
ponsible for the murder of the Father of the 
Nation, we have no right to say that they 
are Gandhian and that they are going to 
introduce the principles cf Gandhism in 
this country. You should understand that 
there are some persons who are responsible 
for the murder of the Father of the Nation. 
Who are they and where have they gme? 
You know that they are from your own city 
from where you have been elected. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA t Yes, I kniw 
it very well. There were a few individuals 
win were involved in this. No organisation 
had any relationship whatsoever so far as 
Mahatma Gandhi's murder is concerned. 

SHRI        MOHAMMAD        
YUNUS SALEEM : Have the RSS 
disowned it ? 

SHRI   MOHAN   DHARIA    :     Yes, 
they, have. For your information, I am not a 
spokesman of the RSS. But, as per   my 
information,     they   have   denounced   and 
condemned   these  actions. And , Sir............. 
Interruptions). Just a minute. The honourable 
Member who is shuting so much, where was he 
at the time of the Hy-    I 

derabai struggle, and whit was he d )ing ? 
What does he think of himself? What was he 
doing in Hyderabad when the Hyderabad 
struggle was there ? It is better that we 
understand our position very well. 

SHRI MOHAMMED YUNUS SALEEM : I 
know more than what you know about what 
happened in Hyderabad. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : Sir, I am 
not yielding. 

SHRI V. B. RAJU  : Do not go into 
personal matters. 

SHRI MOHAN     DHARIA   J       Why should 
they ? I can   understand that in a democracy   
individuals   get converted.   I am   here to say 
that democracy stands for dialogue because 
through dialogue one can get converted and one 
can form a good view.   Today, when you look 
at       Mr. Morarji Desai, when you look at Mr. 
Atal Behari Vajypayee, when you look at Mr. 
H.M. Patel, when you look at Mr. Mohan 
Dharia, you may rest assured that they are all 
changed persons. And ;'we are changed. We are 
changed    in the interest of our country and 
society and in the interest of democracy.   You 
should feel happy about it, instead of 
condemning.   You are not going to gain 
anything.   You would get no privilege.   I   can   
say  frankly  that I   am thankful to Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi and her followers who kept us behind 
the bars for months and months.   They have 
given us an opportunity.   If something had  
basically gone wrong,  should  we  not think 
about it ?   And , I would like to assure this 
House, as the Prime Minister,  Mr. Morarji   
Bhai,   declared—and    I    would like to re-
iterate that our party stands for dialogue   with   
the   opposition.   We   feel that the party-in-
power and also the opposition parties, both, 
should behave  in a responsible way because we 
cannot forget the responsibility that is cast by 6o 
crores of people     on   our   shoulders.   Sir, in   
the Rajya Sabha   and   the   Lok   Sabha   how 
many of   us are there ?   We   are  about 800.   
And, it is we 800 who are to guide the destiny 
or to formulate the destiny of this    country,     
and it is in this context that I appeal to all 
sections.   What are the challenges   that   are   
facing   the    country 

today ?   Sir, |I   feel that so  far as    the 
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challenges are concerned, they are serious. 
The situation is alarming. Therefore, I would 
say that we should not have personal attacks 
here and there. I submit I had to reply in the 
same way because they forgot what they had 
committed in the past. But, even then, I am 
here to say I am sorry . There should be no 
individual attacks and counter-attacks. 
Therefore, as I said in the begining, whetever 
might have happened to me in the past, I am 
not here to speak with any anger, out of any 
personal bias or any personal prejudice; I am 
here to speak with some sense that is in the 
interest of the country and democracy. And, 
therefore, friends, I think that today while the 
country is passing through a critical situation, 
every ,!one of us shall have to think what has 
happened in the course of the last 130 years, 
and if we, everybody of us, think jon those 
lines, I have no doubt that perhaps it may be 
possible for u* to construct new bridges of 
dialogue arid it may be possible for us to have 
these new bridges so that the barriers are not 
widened but th?y are narrowed to a great 
extent. And, that is the   need of the   hour. 

Sir, much has been said regarding- the 
programmes of my party. The election 
manifesto of my party is very clear. It is 
divided into three parts : One contains the 
political charter, the other contains the 
economic charter and the third contains the 
social charter. Sir, I am not going into a 
political discussion about my party in this 
House today. But, I can assure you that taking 
the whole history of the past 30 years into 
consideration, we have decided that the 
emphasis shall have to be laid on rendering 
justice to those who are down-trodden. 

SHRI GAIN CHAND TOTU (Hima-chal 
Pradesh) : Sir, on a point of information, my 
honourable friend has just referred to the 
manifesto. May I ask him whether it referrs to 
hill areas at all ? 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA  : Sir,    that 
manifesto very much reflects the backward 
areas which include hill areas.      Sir,     I 
[would Request my   friends   to    read this 
manifesto.   It   is   very     clear.    Do you 

want me to read it out? I am prepared to 
take this responsibility—I am not speaking 
as a spokesman of the party, but as a 
friend—I will see that j copy of the mani-
festo is made available to every Member of 
Parliament in this Hous: as well as the other 
House. 

. 
4 P. M. 

I have made these copies available to the 
officers of my own Ministry. I distributed 
about 150 copies of the manifesto. And I 
have m; de it clear that I do not want 
officers of my Ministry to be members of 
my party. But these are the commitments 
mad" ty he party in p wcr, these are the 
commhm :nts of the Government in power, 
these a -e the commitments of their own 
Ministers. Naturally I want to fulfil the 
commitmer ts and my officers should be 
well aware as to what those commitmei ts 
are and to that extent, theyv shall have to be 
loyal in implementing these commitments 
made to the people. 

SHRI V. B. RAJU : Will you allow me 
to interrupt you for one second ? Can we 
get a clarification whether this Government 
is a Janata Party Government or a coalition 
Government? And if it is a coalition 
Government, have you got a common 
programme ? 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : It is a good 
question. Sir, this Gcvernment is not a 
coalition Government. It is a Government 
of the Janata Pa:ty. Unfortunately it so 
happened that we vanted some time. You 
know, the constituents as they stand, may 
be the Jana Sangh .... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West 
Bengal)?: What ibout the CFD ? We Jare 
talking about the CFD and the AkaliDal. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : I am co-
ming to it. (Interruptions) If you want to 
say something, I am prepared to give you 
the floor. I am prepared to give the floor to 
every body provided I get back the   floor 
again. 
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SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : I am sorry. 
Perhaps had the hon. Members taken some care 
to go through the newspapers, they might have 
known that this is Janata Party in parliament 
where the Akali Dal and even the CFD are our 
constituents, and they have all joined on this 
manifesto. 

 
SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : They have all 

joined on this manifesto. Sir, before I complete 
my reply to this question, may I say .... 
{Interruptions) If you do not allow me .. 
(Interruption) I am prepared to have any 
questions, any supplementaries. You know my 
nature, lam not prepared to flee away. I am pre-
pared to face any question. 

So, Sir, what happened ? We very much 
wanted to form this Janata Party earlier. But 
before we were released from jail, you know 
the elections were announced. At that time, 
many of the leaders were behind bars. There 
was no time even to convene conferences of 
the parties to get dissolved. According to the 
constitution of the Congress (Sangathan), they 
are under obligation to give notice of a 
specified time if any change is to be effected in 
the party constitution. Naturally there was no 
time. Therefore, they could not get it dissolved. 
But all have agreed to form this party. 
Technically they will have to hold then-
conferences and it will all happen before the i 
st of May. But so far as the Janata Party is 
concerned, it was in the jail itself that the 
Congress Government provided us the 
opportunity to come closer, to think about the 
programme, to think    how we 

should behave. So if at all this party nas taken 
its birth, it is not outside but like Lord Krishna 
it has taken birth in the jail itself. And jtitfs 
Lord Krishna will take care of the Kamsa 
which has attacked democracy in this country. 
We shall see that those dictatorial trends do 
not again come in this country in any manner. 

So, it is one party which stands by this 
philosophy and programme. There is no 
divergence whatsoever.  But unfortunately many 
people have not been able to  understand this 
distinction between one party in Parliament and 
different parties outside. The tragedy in the 
country   was—I am not happy to   say   that—
first   the   intra-party democracy in the Congress 
was   first destroyed and an attempt was made to 
destroy democracy  in   the  country  as  well.   
My salute goes to the people of this   country 
because it is they who have revived democracy 
in the country. Otherwise this country would 
have gone to the dogs. To quote one instance, the 
Chief Minister of Maharas-shtra came to my 
constituency in pune  for doing election 
propaganda.    He was touring all over 
Maharashtra. This1 is what   he said : "Those    
who are behind the bars shoild   thank   Prime   
Minister   Indira |      Gandhi because they are 
alive. In  any other country they would have 
been shot derd.' These were the   utterances of a 
very responsible Chief Minister. I thank him be-
cause sue1! utterances helped us in going to the 
people and asking them : Do you ;      want such 
Chief Ministers with  dictatorial trends  ? Why 
did . . . 

SHRI V. B. RAJU : Did he not clarify 
it? 

SHRI MOHAN - DHARIA; It was not 
clarified. It was twisted clarification. My 
own daughter, a student cf journalism, took 
down verbatim what he said. And what was 
the clarification? I do not g3 into all these. 
Why should we forget history ? History 
shows that several dictators have ccme up 
and they have ruled through bullets. Again 
history tells us that those dictators who tried 
to rule through bullets were victims of 
bullets at the fag end. Is it the way to rule 
the country ? We stand for democracy. We 
stand for dialogue. I would like to   make 
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[Shri Mohan  Dharia] one thing very clear.   
Much is being said about the inquiry into 
various atrocities, excesses, inhuman 
behaviour and inhuman treatment    meted out 
to   lets  of people Poeple who have done 
these crimes   dese. rve to  be  penalised.    
And our Government is determined to inquire   
into these matters and to have, if necessary, a 
special commission.   It is through the 
Commission that the inquiry shall have to be 
made. If at all anybody is to  be penalised we 
shall not put anybody behind bars without 
trial.   If   anybody    has   committed   any 
crime beyond  all norms of decency and 
democracy,  he   deserves to   be  penalised. 
But   he   will  be   penalised    through    the 
judicial   process.   One   of   the   Ministers of 
Maharashtra said  : The jails of Nasik and 
Pune are waiting for the opposition leaders.   I 
said in public meetings that the  hon.   
Minister it   not  aware  that it is not we who 
shall be in the opposition; but it is the 
Congress party which will be in the 
opposition. I said at the public meetings  that 
we  shall   gain  power,  but we  shall  not  put  
anybody  behind   bars without trial.   We 
stand for civil liberty and we  shall not put  
behind  bars   any Congressman    or  other 
opposition leaders arbitrarily and unjustly 
because   we stand for justice. If one wants to 
render  justice, many a time one has to digest 
injustice, which we have dene. When we 
claim that we shall go according to Gandhian 
ways, this is    the approach that   we would 
like to adopt.   Sir, so far as the other prints 
are concerned, I would not like to detain the 
House.   But I would like to assure the House 
that we would like to see that we have 
decentralisation of power and decentralisation 
of economy. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY : Demonetisation 
also ? 

SHRI K. K. MADHAVAN (Kerala): 
What do you say about the trusteeship theory  
? 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA I Sir, I was just 
saying that we would like to have 
decentralisation of economy and decentra-
lisation of power and this house will appre-
ciate  that  decentralisation of power end 
Howntrnlicntion    of     enconomv    will    
heln 

in strengthening the democratic processes 
and the democratic forces in the country and 
these two will sta >ilise our democracy. 
Please do not forge: the principle that 
decentralisation of power and decentra-
lisatioE of economy would help the demo-
cratic processes.   At tie same time, Sir . .. 

SHRI KALYAN ROY : Mr. Dharia, in 
all humility, I would like to put only one 
question. Would you also decentralise the 
big monopoly houses, the big industrial 
house in the country   ? 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : Yes, In cur 
manifesto we have made it very clear that 
we would not like to see the monopoly 
houses going on exhibiting the country as 
they have been doinj; so far and to that 
extent all possible csre will be taken. 

Sir, I was making the point that science 
and technology have been developing in the 
world very fast ind if we want our country to 
be at the helm of prosperity, we cannot forget 
the fact that science and technology have to be 
developed in cur country toe. There are certain 
areas where huge investments are called for. 
Take, for instance, fertilizer factories. 
Naturally, it will nol be possible for any 
individual to start a fertilizer factory and the 
public sector will be very much necessary. Mr. 
Raju was asking a question: "Will they take 
proper care cf cur public sector.'" Yes. We 
shall take special care of the public sector so 
thatthe whole of the country's economy is put 
under proper control and no such monopolistic 
trends are allowed to grow. It will be a 
balanced approach. We have in take into 
consideration our experience in the past and 
we have to take into cinrideration the experi-
ence of the other countries in the world also 
including the socialist countries. When I 
visited Eas: Germany, I could see that about 
five thousand industries were such that the 
Government had directly gone into partnership 
with private individuals in these industries. I 
am speaking of East Germany and not about 
West Germany. I and here to submit—I am 
not going into a discussion now—that this 
country cannot forget the experience in the 
past and the experience of the other 1   
countries also and it i s on the basis of the 
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experience of this country and ether countries 
that we shall have to think cf cur society, 
think cf cur ideals and here I wculd like to 
seek the cc-cperaticn cf all 
sections cf the scciety.   Sir, if we   want 
this o untiy tc fnge ahead., it is ihe sixty 

crores of people and     the     hunderd    and 
twenty     crores     of     hands     that   will 
have to work together.   There are  various 
areas whete we can wcik tc gether and tha 

was my philosophy and that was what I was 
insisting upon. I was saying : Let us have a 
dialogue, let us have a national code of 
conduct, let us have a national programme of 
action in which all the parties, even the parties 
having different political ideas, could 
participate. I said that all of us could come 
together and work together and that was what 
Shri Jayaprakash Narayan was also preaching. 
But, unfortunately, power had gone so much 
into the heads of those people that they were 
not in a position to think about what he was 
speaking. It is most unfortunate that certain 
things happened. Whatever has happened has 
happened and I do not want to say anything 
now on that.   Now,  so  far as the President's 
Address  is   concerned   .  .  

SHRI K. K.MADHAVAN : Do you agree 
with the trusteeship theory that was 
mentioned by the Prime Minister? 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : Wherever it is 
possible,  I do agree. So Sir .  .   . 

AN HON. MEMBER : It is a matter of 
cDnvenience. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA: The whole 
monopoly of convenience has been given to 
the Congress Party. So, how could it be with 
us ? Sir, the point now is this : I would like to 
appeal to this House to appreciate that so far 
as the Presedent's Address is concerned, there 
was not enough time to consider that. We had 
pr&cti cally no time. Even as far as cur party 
is concerned, we were just out of jails and we 
did not have any time at all. There was not 
enough time even for the party to think about 
the varicus socio-eccnc mic and other 
programmes. Of course, we did apply our 
minds to those things in the jails and we could 
bring out a good manifesto  which contained 
by and large our 

thinking. But sir if there are gec d sugge-
stions coming forward even fro m the ether 
side, we are not here to say that only cne 
leader is India and India is cne leader. We 
feel that as 800 Members of Parliament we 
are all leaders who are to lead the cc unt-ry, 
and natuarlly let us have that appro ach, a 
responsible approach, a constructive and 
creative approach, on the part cf both the 
ruling Party and the  Opposition. 

I would very much like to commend that 
this Motion proposed here should be accepted  
unanimously by the    He use.     I am  grateful 
to the House for the    patience it has shown. 

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS SA-LEEM 
: Before my friend sits down I want, through 
you, Sir, to seek a clarification. I could not 
hear him on account of noise when he raised 
certain points. He said something about 
Hyderabad, perhaps reflecting on my 
behaviour, on my political behaviour. I did 
net quite hear him at that time. 1 want to hear 
from him what be said so that I can give him 
a reply, so that I can give a personal 
explanation. He has cast aspersions on my 
character. I want to hear him on that so that I 
can give a reply, a befitting reply. 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA: I want to 
know from the hon. Member, did he ever 
oppose the atrocities committed by the 
Razakars in Hyderabad ? Let him say so, and 
I am prepared to withdraw my remarks. 
SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS SAL-EEM : 
At that time I was in Government service. I 
was Standing Counsel for the Income-tax 
Department right from 1945 to 1949. My 
services were terminated in 1949. The pc lice 
action had taken place. Till then I was in 
Government service. Therefore, the question 
of my taking part in politics never arose . . . 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI MOHAN DHARIA : But the 
whole Government connived at the atro 
cities committed by the Razakars. And if 
you want to have a list of the atrocities 
committed by the Razaka rs, I am prep 
ared to give it tc You..............(Interruptions). 
After this  explanation,   I am not prepared 
to withdraw my remarks. 
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SHRI      MOHAMMAD YUNUS 
SALEEM :   There may   be   lists -------- :. 

(Interruptions) 

 
SHRI       MOHAMMAD YUNUS 

SALEEM : I entered into Government service 
before that. Therefore the question does not 
arise at all. I expected the Minister to be a 
little bit respcnsible in his statement.... 

(Interruptions) SHRI       
SARDAR    AMJAD   ALI    : Sir, on a print of 
order.    If there is any remark   by any Member 
against any ether ^M mter of the House, either 
on this side or on that side,    perhaps the 
procedure is that the Member gets    an      
opportunity after    consulting  the  proceedings  
of the House to  make  a clarification.    I believe 
that if there is anything, to be said by my 
co]|eague5 Mr. Mohammad   Yunus Salecm, or 
the other hon.    Members, it can   only be done 
after verifying the proceedings. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Now the 
matter is over, anyway. Mr. Dhabe .. He is 
not here. Mr Shahi. 
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PROF. RAMLAL pARIKH: That was the old 
thing. The new Budget is yet to come. 

SHRI NAGESHWAR PRASAD SHAHI: What 
about the Finance Bill -was discussed yesterday? 
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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE : Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir, at almost the fag end 
of the. day, I am grateful to you for having 
given me the opportunity to take part in the 
discussion. 

Sir, I was listening to the intervention by 
the hon'ble Commerce Minister, Mr. Mohan 
Dharia, and I expected that I would get seme 
clarifications in respect of certain points 
which, at least, to my mind are really 
confusing. But, I am sorry to say that I have 
been more confused by his observations when 
he said that already he has started by distribu-
ting the manifesto of the Janata Party to the 
civil servants to make them committed. And 
naturally when a clarification was sought 
whether this Government is a Government of 
the Janata Party or a coalition Government, 
consisting of the CFD and the Akali Dal, and 
what would be the actual postion of the 
Government if the members representing the 
CFD and the Akali Dal also started 
distributing their election manifestoes to their 
civil servants and try to commit them, the 
state 

of affairs en that point was net clarified. Two 
hon'ble Ministers of the Coiini.il of Ministers 
are here. I hope they would try to at least 
throw seme light whether all the members 
belonging to the Council of Ministers have 
accepted the programme of the Janata Party 
as their own programme and whether they 
have already, like Mr. Mohan Dharia, started 
distributing the manifesto is of their parties to 
convince the civil servants and to make them 
committed to the programme of the party in 
power. 

Sir, for almost two weeks since the 
declaration of the results, so many analysis 
are being made of the election results, of the 
debacle of the Congress Praty, the glorious 
success of the Janata Partyand so on and so 
forth. But yesterday when I was listening to 
the broadcast of the Prime Minister of the 
country, I was really surprised to listen- 
though I saw him on the TV itself that this is 
a revolution. He started his speech by saying 
that this is a revolution of the people, for the 
people by the people themselves, I don't 
know what is the concept of this revolution. 
Seme of the fire-brand revolutionaries are 
sitting on the treasury benches. They can 
throw seme light on the concept of revolution 
to which the Prime Minister referred in the 
beginning of his broadcast to the nation. If by 
revolution he means replacement of Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi by Shri Morarji Desai, if by 
revolution he means the conbiraticn of parties 
receiving the support of people to the extent 
°f 43' 5 per cent, if by revolution he means 
the combination of a party consisting of those 
very persons, at least three of whom were 
sworn in as members of the Council of 
Ministers in 1971, being sworn in as such in 
1977 after the declaration of the results of the 
General Election, then I don't know what is 
meant by revolution of the people, by the 
people for the people. Or if it is just euphoria 
through which we are passing today, I have 
no comment. But I expected at least from the 
members of the Council of Ministers that 
they will 
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try to analyse the situation in an objective 
manner.   I  can   understand   the    joruna-list 
friends when they try to  depict the 24 th of 
March as a day of liberation or as equivalent 
to  the  15th of August but  I cannot    
understand  it   when   the   Prime Minister of 
the country wants to  characterise the change-
over of power through General Election as a 
revolution of the people, by the people and 
for the people when   the   same   combined 
ruling   party commands,  43-5   per  cent  of 
the  total votes polled during the election.   
Perhaps in the moment of excitement they 
have forgotten that in   a parliamentary 
system changes   take    place.   Almost   in   
every country where the parliamentary   
system prevails, through ballot boxes transfer 
of power    takes    place.   That    is    nothing 
Unusual.   Even  in  cur own  country,  it may 
not be in the Central Government, but in the 
States the same thing took place. I do not 
understand how it could be called a 
"revolutionary change". Eevn when Mr. 
Mohan Dharia made his observations, he 
went to the length cf saying, "As   Lord 
Krishna  was  born  in  prison,  the Janata 
Party was formed in prison" and that they are 
going to kill another Kansa.   I do not know  
what  he   means   by    "Kansa".   ft would be  
my humble   suggestion   to the members on 
the Treasury Benches to come to  reality.   
Nobody is  denying  the  fact that the 
Congress Party has been rejacted by the 
people, at least by the majority of the people, 
because they disapproved of some of the 
policies  and  programmes  of the party.   But, 
at the same time, they should not forget in 
their excitement, when they say that in the 
last thirty years nothing has taken place in this 
country, that they are casting aspersions on 
their own colleagues.   As has been very 
correctly pointed out by Mr.  Shahi, Mr 
Jagjivan Ram or Mr.    H.    N.    Bahuguna,   
Mr.    Mohan Dharia   or   Mr.   Morarji   
Desai  or   Mr. Biju Patnaik who are   
adorning the Treasury Benches today were 
Congress Ministers  ad  they were  nrt  
Ministers   for  a short  spell like  Mr.   
Madhu   Dandavate or Mr.   George 
Fernandes who  have just 

entered the Council of Minister. They were 
Ministers   for almost a   decade,  if rot more.   
At least some of them were Ministers for two 
or three decades taking the State   
Administration    and   the   Central 
Administration into  account.    Therefore, 
when you inserted a clause in the Presidential 
Address condeming the atrocities committed 
by the past Government, perhaps you 
conveniently forgot one of your distinguished  
colleagues  who   was  going to be sworn in.    
I do not know whether he was consulted 
when the Presidential Address   was   drafted. 
In   all probability it was not so    because   he 
was sworn in later on.   You  had very much 
5 P. M.   in your mind that   by adhering to    
this   particular   clause    you were  going to 
cast on aspersion on Babu Jagjivan  Ram 
whom you were going to appoint the Defence 
Minister of the  country.    I  do not know 
what  his position is in  the Council of 
Ministers, whether he is No. 2 or No. % It is 
a joint responsibility.   It is a collective 
responsibility. If Mr. Fernandes says that in 
respect of what has been done by his 
colleagues in the Ministry of Finance, he has    
no responsibility, then I would say that they 
are just going to shatter the fabric of the 
entire parliamentary structure. Therefore, if 
today Mr. Jagjivan Ram claims that for what 
happened between 26th June, 1975 and  the  
2nd   February,   1977,   the  date when he 
resigned, he has no responsibility, I am sorry 
to say that it would be travesty of truth and it 
would perhaps be the most irresponsible task, 
and it would be an attempt to    strike at the 
root and concept    of   the   collective  
responsibility of   the  Cabinet     Therefore,     
it   would be   my     humble    suggestion     
to     the Members of the Treasury Benches 
through you, Sir, to keep in mind that   the 
stage of euphoria is over.   You have won  the 
elections. You have received the people's 
mandate.   But we are not interested  to listen 
to what the Congress Ministers did or what 
they did not.   If yon have evidence against 
them, just go ahead   and prosecute them, 
start appointing inquiry com- 
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missions, but do not try to divert the atten-
tion of the people from the real issues with 
which you are really confronted and talk a 
cheap, populist thing like 'We are going to 
institute inquiry against Mr. X or Mr. Y' You 
have the power to do so. By all means, you 
do it. What is the use of hammering it ? 
When day in and day out you tell it, I may 
tell you that you are just trying to "show 
your weakness. Nobody is interested to 
listen fr^m Mr. Mohan Dharia that he has 
taken the vow of killing Katisa. I do not 
know who is Kama. Democratic rights have 
been established. If you want to bring an 
amendment to the Constitution, you are 
entitled to do so. It has been clearly pointed 
out by us that on each issue we shall render 
co-operation to you on merit. Nobody is 
standing in the way of disc' argirg y urr 
'spor.sibi-lities, for which you have been 
voted by the people to power. But we are 
interested to know what line of action you 
are going to adopt. I can very well 
understand if there is no mention in the 
President's Address about your policies and 
programmes because just three days back 
you got to know the final results announced 
and you took over the power. But almost two 
weeks have now passed. No doubt, some 
Ministers have made some policy statements. 
Only yesterday, the Prime Minister had also 
made a policy statement. I do not know what 
would have been the reaction of Mr. George 
Fernandes or Mr. Madhu Dandavate if Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi had made a policy statement 
in that way when Par-liament was in session 
and whether they wouldi.ve.i!,owed 
Pariiamentto function. But we have allowed 
Parliament to function only by raising a small 
protest that perhaps parliamentary decency 
and decorum require that when Parliament is 
in session it would be desirable for the Prime 
Minister or a Minister to make a policy 
statement on the floor of the House. We are 
not inter-Sted to know, the whole country is 
not interested to know, whether Mr. Sanjay 
Gandhi  became  a    super   Minister.   The 

whole country is not interested to know 

whether you are going to institute an inquiry 
against him or not. If you decide to institute 
an inquiry, if you think that certain wrong 
things have happered and some persons have 
committed them, by all means, you take 
action against them. You have the authority 
to take action; you have the moral support of 
the people to take action. But what is the use 
of telling these things day in and day out? 
Who prevents you from taking action? We 
are interested to know what concrete 
measures you are going to take to implement 
your policies. The other day the Industry 
Minister came forward with a policy st-
tement and a small rejoinder is being issued 
by the Department that the policy staten.in 
will be announced later on. We are interested 
to know what you are talking of because 
there are apprehensions and there are reasons 
to believe that you are trying to divert the 
attention of the people from the real issue. 
What you are talking about ? 

I am sorry to tell you, I fail to understand 
or to get the idea of the direction in which 
you want to lead this country. In Industrial 
and financial policies Mr.   H.M_ 

Patel is not a new man; he was one of the 
most important civil servants in the Finance 
Ministry. Mr. Morarji Desai presided over 
this Ministry not once but twice and he had a 
very long experience. The whole economy of 
the country is in his grip. How much time do 
you take to formulate your policy ? At least 
give a general idea. The other day I read in 
the proceedings of the Lok Sabha that you 
will be dealing with economic offenders 
under the normal laws. May I put a very 
simple question to Mr. Morarji Desai who 
was the Finance Minister of this country? Is 
he convinced that he would deal with the 
economic offenders of this country under the 
ordinary laws of the country ? If he is 
convinced, can I not put a vary simple 
quiestion ;o him ? What measures did he take 
to curb the economic offences in this country 
while he presided over the Finance Ministry 
net cnee    lut 



 

twice and also as    the Deputy Prime Mini 
Ster of the  Country once ? Today you are 
trying to eulogise that it   is a revolution.   
This  revolution   could  have    taken place if   
Mr.  Morarji Desai could have managed to get 
the support of a few top leaders   of  Congress   
in   1966   he   could have sat on that chair 
which is being   occupied by Mr.    Advani 
today. That would not have been a revolution.   
It   is not a revolution.   Don't    try to 
eulogise.   You have won   the   battle.   You 
have wo . the ejection.     43-44   per cent  of   
the total electorate  supported  you.  That  is   
why you are in the treasury Benches- We are 
expecting that you    will discharge   your 
duties   as  responsible    Minister-.    I am 
sorry to tell you that attempts are being made 
at cheap stunts. People are not interested in 
seeing you in the secretariat in the chair or 
anywhere else.   People are not interested in 
seeing whether you take class IV staff to 
cafeteria and take tea with him. Thes*. are 
cheap stunts.   For God's sake don't resort to 
ft.   I am coming from the state of West 
Bengal where   we found that when the    
Congress   Government was replaced  by the 
United   Front Government the United Front  
Ministers resorted to this cheap stunt.   And   
what price  they had to pay for it ?  You will 
have to solve the basic problems of this 
counfry. We expect that  at   least  we   should   
get an idea of it.   Yesterday, when I listened 
to the policy statement of the Prime Minister, 
I expected that at least we would get an idea 
as to what extent he was going to solve the 
economic problems of the country. When he 
was the Finance Minister .. 

SHRI G. LAKSHMANAN (Tamil Nadu) 
: This Government, I think, will take action 
against the economic offenders but they will 
not take such an action against the politicians 
also. They mixed economic offenders and 
the politicians. This Government will take 
action against economic offenders only. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE : I hope 
you have not joined the Treasury Benches. 
My questions are pointed to the members of 
the council of Ministers. I do not know 
whether you have joined it At least 1   have 
not read it in the news. 

papers. My point is not mixing up. For 
God*s sake please listen to me. I am not 
mixmg up the issues. I wanted to know 
whether under the ordinary laws of the 
country you can deal w;th economic 
offenders. 

SHRI G. LAKSHMANAN I You put 
handcuffs on politicians, We will not do it. 
We know who are the economic offenders. 
You put handcuffs on Viren Shah. 

SHRI    PRANAB    MUKHERJEE    : 
What I want to know is, it has been pointed 
out by the ruling party that they are not going 
to resort to extraordinary measures to deal 
with the economic offenders and that they can    
deal   with   the   economic  offenders   under   
the normal laws of the country.   My point is 
the present Prime Minister presided over   the 
Ministry of Finance which deals with the 
economic offenders.   He was aware of the 
situation.   Is he convinced that he can deal 
with   the   economic   offenders   under   the 
normal laws  ? And if he is so convinced, I 
would like to  know what policies and 
programmes  they  are  going  to  take  to deal 
with the economic offenders.   Today I read in 
the newspapers that the smugglers have 
decided to surrender to Jaya-prakash Narayan.    
I  do  feel that  J.   P. has moral power.   He 
has achieved some success in respect of the 
dacoits of Chambal. But I can tell you, from 
my own experience as a junior Minister in the 
Ministry of Finance, that men of this type are 
much more heinous than the dacoits of 
Chambal. Therefore, when they decide to 
surrender to J. P. they do so with an ulterior 
motive. From my experience as a Minister in 
that Ministry  for  i\ years,   I know how muck 
influential   these    people   can   be,    what 
tremendous  force   these   persons'   money 
bags   have   and  what   social   status   they 
have assumed during all these years. 

SHRI    SANAT    KUMAR    RAHA : 
They are trostees of wealth. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE : That is 
your concept, Mr. Raha. 

SHRI HAMID ALISCHAMNAD: The 
Congress office of Cannanore district... 
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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Mr. 
Schamnad, you have forgotten that at least 
half a dozen people sitting in the Treasury 
benches today were Ministers for three 
decades. When I was playing football wearing 
half-pants, I used to read *he names of some 
of the Ministers who are now in the Treasury 
benches today. Do nit forget that. If 
something wrong has been done, they have to 
share the responsibility equally. Do not think 
that if some people cross the floor from here 
to that side, they can shirk responsibility. We 
are not shirking responsibility. Therefore, this 
pnint should not be forgot ten in the moment 
of euphoria and excitement. Now, what did 
we expect.3 We expected to have a policy 
direction from the Government at least after 
two weeks. When Mr. M rarji Desai went to 
make his broadcast to the nation, we wanted 
to know what type of economic programme 
will be followed in future. Somebody said 
that at the time of the Budget, you will c>me 
forward with a statement. Tnis is natural. But 
at least you can give some broad outline as to 
what would be the policy so for as 
industrialisation is concerned. Mr. Mohan 
Dharia >said today that they would like to see 
that the public sector retains the commanding 
heights so far as the economy is concerned. 
And what did your Industry Minister say on 
the other day ? We are interested to know 
what economic measures you are going to 
take to generate demand to meet the 
stagnation which has taken place so for as the 
demand in the people is concerned. You were 
saying that nothing has taken place in this 
country. Your Finance Minister does not even 
know what h; will do with the foreign 
exchange reserves. The Prime Minister at 
least h3s admitted that we are in a happier 
position today so far as foreign exchange re-
serves are concerned. You are trying to 
oversimplify the problem. Otherwise I 
wonder how a responsible Minister can say 
that whatever growth we have achieved in the 
agricultural sector is mainly because of good 
rains. 

[The Vice-Chairman (Shri V. B. Raju) 
in  the  Chair]. 

He has forgotten that during all these 30 
years, we have developed the technolo-
logical base on which industrial production 
and agricultural production to this extent 
have been achieved. It is not merely because 
of the good rains or bad rains. They have 
forgotten that while making these 
observations, they are practically criticising 
their own men, thoir own colleagues. 
Otherwise I do not know how he could forget 
his own speech on the floor of the Lok Sabha. 
While he was making his last speech after 
resignation, he said that he made efforts to 
persuade Shrimati Indira Gandhi to open a 
dialogue with J.P., but he said he still had un-
flinching faith in the leadership cf Mrs. 
Gandhi. Prof. Madhu Dandavate or anybody 
can verify it from the green book of Lok  
Sabha  proceedings... 

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: One 
minute. You have been consistently raising 
the issue as to how is it that even after two 
weeks of assumption of power, the 
Government has not clarified its economic 
and financial policies. I would ask a counter 
question. In 1971 Shrimati Indira Gandhi 
assumed the rein cf power when again there 
was a vote on ace: unt and the session was 
very small. Do you remember that elaborate 
policy statement regarding economic and 
financial policies cf the Government did not 
come in the first sessions but only in the 
budget session that followed a 
comprehensive statement on economic 
policies was made? We are faced with the 
same difficulty, probably greater difficulty 
than Shrimati Indira Gandhi Government 
faced then. Therefore, it is but natural that 
elaborate, comprehensive economic and 
financial policies would not be put forward 
in a session that started a few days back and 
which is to end on the 7th. That is the 
difficulty. It is only limitation not in space, 
butintinr.   I hope you will take note of 
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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: I am 
thankful to Prof. Madhu Dandavate. I am not 
on the point of vote on account which was 
produced by the Finance Minister and this 
was our own creation. But there is a basic 
difference between Mrs. Gandhi's 
government in 1971 and Shri Morarji Desai's 
government in 1977. We do not expect that 
all the Ministers will come forward with 
policies concerning their respective 
departments. We expected a broad outline 
from the Prime Minister of the country at 
least when he went to the people yesterday. 
We expected that instead of accusing people 
on dead issues and instead of spending time 
and energy on those issues we would get a 
broad idea of what he was going to do 
because when a new set of rules come... 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI G. LAKSHMANAN: One clari-
fication ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): No please. That will take time... 

(Interruption's) 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Instead 
of that, you are talking of unrealistic and 
unreal things. If there is corruption, you are 
in a position to rectify it. You are in a 
position to penalise the c irrupt elements. 
Therefore, I am suggesting to you that instead 
of spending your time you should take action 
because you are in a position to take action. 
You have already indicated the issues to the 
people. My point is, what is the use of 
harping on these on which you can take 
action. You are in a position to take action. Is 
it fair Prof. Madhu Dandavate, that you 
assume charge and immediately come and 
say that after examining the files you find 
that your predecessor was directed and 
guided by a super-Minister who was in the 
centre of extra-constitutional power ? Is it fair 
? If you find something like that, you institute 
an inquiry commission and you penalise that 
Minister for anti-constitutional activities. If 
you say that from the files you find that 
somebody was guided and 

advised by someone who was not in the 
Government, are we in a position to defend 
ourselves? Are the files accessible to us? 
Therefore, on the basis of records can we 
say that it is not true? Is it not one-sided? 
You have just started that cheap game. That 
is my apprehension. My suggestion to you is 
to concentrate on the real issue. So far as we 
are concerned, we have already expressed 
that we are prepared to lend co-operation to 
you. When we are talking of President's 
Address what would have happened if it had 
said, as the Prime Minister had admitted, 
that in certain aspects of the country's 
economy, we had done well in the past 
compared to the previous years. Heavens 
would not have fallen if you had mentioned 
a few words on that. When you say that the 
previous Government resorted to atrocities, 
how would you reconcile to it because one 
of your distinguished colleagues, sitting with 
you, was a party to them? Did he not contri-
bute to it? Do you mean to say Shri Jagjivan 
Ram had no responsibility for this or Shri 
Bahuguna had no responsibility for this 
between 1971 and 1974 or Shri Mohan 
Dharia had no responsibility for this 
between 1971 and 1975 ? Would you like to 
say that during the thirty long years there 
was the misrule of the Congress ? Then, are 
j you not contradicting yourself ? Are you 
forgetting that during those thirty years, Mr. 
Morarji was there for 23 years, that Mr. Biju 
Patnaik was the Chief Minister, that Mr. 
Dharia also was a Minister and Mr. H. N. 
Bahuguna was a Minister? Therefore, on 
these matters, Sir, \ would like to suggest 
one thing: For [God's sake, let them behave 
responsibly. It has to  be  kept in  mind 
particularly... 

SHRI G. LAKSHMANAN: It has to be 
both ways. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Yes, 
both ways. I have learnt the lesson and I 
hope you will also learn the lesson. I 
thought you wold have learnt it by now 
because you also shared power, not for one 

 



 

piiri rranab Mukherjeel year, but for eight 
years. Therefore, it would be my suggestion 
to the honourable Members on the treasury 
benches that instead, of diverting the 
attention of the people to the unreal issues, 
they should concentrate on the real issues. 
Let them come forward with clear-cut 
programmes and policies and let them not 
create an impression in the outside world 
that whatever has happened during this 
period, from 1971 to 1977, is something 
which has never happened in any part of the 
world. You have scored your point and you 
have got the verdict of the people and you 
have vindicated your stand. Now you should 
concentrate on real issues and think of what 
you are going to do next. What is the use of 
repeating all these things inside and outside? 
So, this is my simple suggestion. On all 
these points, Sir, I wanted to be clarified. 
But I am sorry to tell you that I have not 
been given any clarification at all. 

Sir, I would like to draw the attention of 
the Members on the treasury benches to 
another issue because that is also a dis-
putable point. When we were sitting on the 
treasury benches we never claimed we had 
done something miraculous on the 
economic front. But, at the same time, you 
will have to admit that there were some 
achievements and these achievements have 
been recognised even by the World Bank 
and even by the IMF. Today, when the 
Finance Minister will be sitting at the 
meeting of the Committee of 20 or will be 
presiding over the meetings of the de-
veloping nations, if he reflects these views, 
if he reflects what you are saying today 
from a political angle, then, I am sorry to 
tell you that you will not be depicting a very 
good and bright picture, not even a realistic 
picture, of this country. Therefore, these are 
the moments when you shall have to 
reconcile your position with your new 
assignments and this would be my humble 
suggestion to you all, to the Members on the 
treasury benches, that instead of 
concentrating your attention on unreal 
issues, you should concentrate on 

real issues. We have accepted our position 
and we have accepted the verdict of the 
people and nobody is going to raise any 
dispute about it and nobody is going to say 
that you have not scored your point. It is 
because of that only that you are there. So, 
what is t' e use of saying that Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi was a dictator ? If she were a 
dictator, would there have been any election 
at all ? If she were a dictator, would she do 
that? Will a dictator order elections unless 
he or she was sure that he or she would 
come back to power after the elections? Can 
you cite an instance from any country in the 
world ? Hitler did it. People might say that 
Hitler did it. But he had made all arange-
ments to see that he came back to power and 
that he won the elections. Was any election 
declared by Franco in Spain? Was any 
election ordered by Salazar in Portugal? 
Therefore, do not raise these issues at all. 
Indian rpeople are democrats. 

PROF. MADHU DANDAVATE: The 
assessment given by the RAW was not 
correct. That was why the gamble went 
wrong. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: I am 
sorry, Mr. Dandavate, I do not know what 
the assessment of the RAW was or at least I 
am not in a position to tell you now because 
you are now there. You are talking about the 
views of the Research and Analysis Wing. 
But what I am talking about is the political 
things_ After all, the elections were ordered. 
The points which you wanted to highlight, 
have been highlighted and the points which 
you wanted to settle have been settled. 
Thereafter, what you are going to do next, 
we are interested to know. Sir, with these 
words, I   am   concluding. 

I am sorry to tell that it would not be 
possible for us to lend support uncondi-
tionally to the Motion moved by Shri 
Shekhawat. But, at the same time, I would 
like to  expect that in future perhaps 
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it would be better if it is done differently. I do 
not know whether some mechanism could be 
evolved as |somebody was suggesting. Of 
course, President's Address is the prerogitive 
of the Cabinet which view is shared by the 
Opposition also. But on certain issues where 
there may be completely divergent views, a 
system or mechanism could be evolved 
through which we could exchange our ideas to 
arrive at a compromise formula, because the 
treasury benches will have to keep in mind that 
for the first time since Independence, a real 
opposition has come to exist. The country is 
taking a good shape so far as Parliamentary 
democracy is concerned. It has concentrated 
on bipartism. That is why I welcome the use of 
that phrase in the President's Address. For the 
first time an organised opposition has come to 
exist in this country. Prof. Madhu 
Dandavate— as a professor and as a earned 
man—must recognize the fact that the 
Congress provided the ruling party for long 
thirty years, and it is the same Congress which 
is providing the opposition [today to 
strengthen the democratic   system of the 
country..........{Interruptions).     At the same, 
Sir, perhaps you will agree with me that 
this party has the capabilities and 
the potential to produce Prime Ministers 
and Chief Ministers in the States who 
belong to the Congress Party this time or 
at  other  times ............ 

(Time  bell  rings) 

My Communist friends may not like it. 
But, unfortunately, either the CPI or the 
CPI(M), if they are to identify themselves 
with democratic forces of the country, have to 
identify themselves with either the Congress 
or the other democratic parties. This point 
also has to be reckoned with, which has been 
amply recognized by the people of the 
country and which all of us have accepted. 

With these words, I conclude, and at the 
same time I congratulate the new gov-       I 

ernment  and wish   them all success in the 
coming years. 

Thank you,  Sir. 

(Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJTJ): Mr.   Viswanatha Menon. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON 
(Kerala): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, after 
Independence, Mahatmaji said that 
Congress   should    be   dissolved. But 
those Congressmen who got into power did not 
do it. Now the history has come to the surface 
and the distintegration of the Congress has 
begun, although Mr. Pranab Mukherjee was 
vocal about providing an opposition as if there 
was no opposition for the last thirty years. I 
sympathise with his anxiety about becoming 
an opposition. 

Sir, we in our party have got our own 
conditions. For example, on the question of bi-
party system, that is not in good taste, because 
there are other parties in this country which 
provide the necessary leadership  to  the 
downtrodden. 

Sir, yesterday I was   listening to the speech of  
the Prime    Minister.   Although Mr.   Pranab   
Mukherjee    is   complaining that he has not 
said   anything about the economic  policy,  my  
complaint     is  that the Prime Minister in his 
hasty   speech has brought out the old,    
traditional   concept of trusteeship.   Mrs.    
Indira   Gandhi was also saying the same   thing.     
But at least Morarajibhai is honest in   saying 
that  the stood for trusteeship.     Sir, I   am not 
prepared—my    party   is   not    prepared—to 
agree that the private sector     can become 
trustees for the  working class.   We are not 
prepared to accept that.   We i! will fight it, 
whether it is said by   Morarjibhai  or it is said 
by Mr.   Pranab    Mukherjee    or Mrs. Indira   
Gandhi.   The      working   class   in this country 
is the most    important factor and the working 
class,   the   down-trodden, are not going to give  
their   life to some of the trustees like the   Birlas   
and the Tatas He has metnioned that point in his 
speech 



 

yesterday. We cannot agree to that 
However, we       welcome whole-, 
heartedly the stand that has been taken in 
the President's Address for individual 
liberty and ag'\inst the repressive measures. 
This Government has come up for civil 
liberties. The Indian people have given 
them votes for the sake of civil liberties and 
individual freedom and not for trustee 
ship theory. I want to stress that point. 
It was not a negative vote. It was not 
anti-Indira vote. It was a positive vote. 
It is for certain policies. The Congress 
had put in jail a number of leaders. They 
were   harassed. Workers    have   been 
harassed. Thousands were jailed. Many 
were murdered and killed. Such an atro-
cious rule was here for 20 months. It was 
against this rule that a mandate was given 
by the people and that mandate has to be 
respected by the present Ministry. That is 
my humble submission. I am getting 
horrible news from my State. One boy, an 
engineering college student, was arrested 
during the emergency. I have raised that 
point in Rajya Sabha. His name is Mr. 
Rajan. The then Home Minister, Mr. 
Karunakaran, wrote to me float they were 
thinking of releasing him. Now he comes 
and says in the Assembly that that boy   
was   never   arrested. 

SHRI K. K. MADHAVAN: That 
statement of the Chief Minister has not 
been questioned in the Kerala Assembly. 

SHRI     VISWANATHA     MENON:Such 
atrocities have been     committed inthis 
country.   {Interruptions) My   
humblesubmission is that the State   
Governmentshave got their powers.   I    do  
not wantto   intervene   in   this    thing.   But   
suchthings   have   happened    all   over   
India.They must be looked   into.   How 
werethe   prisoners   treated?     Comrade    
Pin-narai  Vijayan  an   M.L.A.    at   that  
timealso   was    maltreated.     His     leg      
wasbroken   by   beating.    Shri    Sankar   
Kuttywho   is   now  an  M.L.A.   and  who   
wasnot an M.L.A. at that time was   kept in 
the lock-up without any food or 
drinkingwater.   He   has   been   elected   on     
the 

Janta ticket. Such things must be looked into 
by this Government. A Commission should 
be appointed to go through all these things. I 
expect that the Government would do it. I 
congratulate Prof. Madhu Dandavate and 
Mr. George Fernandes for coming out and 
stating that they would take back the 
workers. I think they have to rectify another 
wrong. In 1968, there was a one-day token 
strike by the Central Government 
employees. Many are suffering even now. 
Their promotions have been affected because 
of break in service. Even leaders like Pad-
manabhan, the P&T leader of Kerala, are out 
of employment even now. Such tilings must 
be rectified as early as possible. 

C >m:ng to compulsory retirement, many 
officers were asked to go out of eim-
ployment because the Government did not 
like them. Those thmgs must be rectified. 
Each and every case must be looked into and 
they must be taken back. I mean those who 
suffered durng emergency. 

Convng to the pomt of bonus, I am sure 
that the Government and the Labour M;n;ster 
have declared that they consider bonus as 
deferred wage. Th'S is the correct approach. 
Till the workers get a fare wage, bonus is 
deferred wage. Even the INTUC leaders may 
agree w'th us. Bonus Act or whatever 
nonsense they have passed must be scrapped, 
S'r, the old Bonus Act must be brought back. 
About the CDS also, it must be scrapped and 
;t should not be dragged on 1'ke th's. It must 
be scrapped as early as possible and the 
money should be g>ven back to the 
employees. Such a th'ng must be done. On the 
question of the MISA, Sir, I am not happy 
about how ;t was dealt w'th. The MISA 
should be scrapped. It is enough to say that 
we have suffered a lot. Many people have 
suffered. Let us scrap <t. W;thout the MISA, 
if you cannot rule, then do not rule. W'thout 
the DIR, if you cannot rule, then do not rule 
because people are fed up w'th such k'nd of   
things. 
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arrested, he must have a right to go to a 
court of law to fight for justice. Mr. Prarub 
Mukherjee was say;ng that w'thout the 
MISA, the smugglers would do hivoc You 
can fight smuggl'ng under the ordinary law. 
My humble suggestion ;s that the MISA 
should be scrapped and such repressive 
measures should be thrown out. 

S;r, I do not want to say anyth'ng about 
the Congress rule. In these 20 imnths, when 
these present Mm'sters were ;n ja'l, I was the 
lone person fight'ng here and even people 
I'ke Mr. Om Mehta shouted   at   me. 

SHRI K. K. MADHAVAN: What about 
the K'nth Schedule wh'ch your leidir M^. 
Nimhoad'r'pad promised to repeal ?       r 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON: I  w'll  
come to  that. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B.  
RAJU):   Do  not add to  h's list. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON: Do not 
try to d'vert my attention l'ke  that. 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI 
V.  B. RAJU): Please let h'm speak. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON: 
S;r, unfortunately, >n the present pattern— 
yau hive already mentioned that—there 
is this k'nd of majority, brutal majority, 
on that s'de. Formerly, when they were 
the rulers of th;s country, ;t was bad. 
Now, when they have come along w'th us 
to the Oppo5;t;on, they have become 
worse. That 's the difficulty________ (Inter 
ruptions) Formerly I was alone and you 
all shouted. At least, g've me my chance 
BOW   to   speak... 

(Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): Please come to the subject. 

SHRI  VISHWANATHA   MENON: 
Now your days are over and you are in a 
minor'ty today. 

SHRI NRIPATI RANJAN CHOU-
DHURY (Assam): S;r, he 's unnecessarily 
quarreling. He ;s welcome to th's s'de. I 
know he ;s com'ng   here very soon. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): Mr. Menon and Mr. Choudhury, 
order, please. 

SHRI  VISHWANATHA    MENON: 
S;r, I am always an   obed;ent    servant of 
the   Cha;r.   I   always   act    according   to 
your direction.     But, unfortunately, when 
these 'people are    detracting me... 

THE 'VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): You are a senior Member and you 
should not be detracted. You should go on 
w;th   your speech. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON : All 
right, S'r, please try to control your own 
party men. 

THE VICE- CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU) :   Not m;ne. I am >'n the Chair. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON : Sorry 
,  S:r.  I  amend it. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. 
B.RAJU) I will control the House. Please go 
on with your speech. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON : The 
bas;c po;nt ;s that the Congress is frustrated 
and they are fight;ng w'th each other. They 
want a scapegoat. Somebody is saying, Mr. 
Sanjay Gandhi. Somebody is saying, Mr. 
Borooah.   You are fighting 
with each other .........  

Interruptions 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU) : You are getting out of the t ack. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON : S;r,   
you   should   control   these    friends. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V.B. 
RAJU) : Go on with your speech. Your t'me 
is over. I can allot your party time for you. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON : Then, 
g;ve me one or two nrnutes, ST. usually   
speak w'thin my own   time.    I 
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never asked you for more time. That !is why 
I am appealing to you to control the 
Congress trends. They are now ;n the 
Oppos:t:on. 

Com'ng to the quest;on of bank nat'ona-
lisat!on, S;r, ;t was conds'dered to be good 
ideologically and theoret'cally too. But :n 
pract;ce, what happened ? After the bank 
nat;onal;sat;on, whatever benefits were there, 
they were gwen to the b;g monopolists. 

On the econom:c front also *a strong 
stand has got to be taken and b;g monopoly 
houses have got to be controlled. What the 
stand of the present Janata Government is, 
has to be made clear. We are not prepared to 
cons;der the B;rlas or the Tatas as trustees. 
That ;s the m»;n po;nt that I want to stress. 

Sir, I then come to multinational cor-
porations. These multi-national corporations 
are creating havoc in this country and we 
have always been talking about them. You 
know about this piper Company and the 
International Harvester. You must have read 
about them and known how they came into 
the picture. Now, Sir, my humble submission 
to the Government is that it should take a. 
strong stand on all these things and the 
influence 'of the multinational corporations 
on Indian politics must be put an end to. 

Coming to the external affairs, Sir, 
yesterday when I was listening to Mr. 
M>rarji's speech, I heard him talking about 
'genuine non-alignment' policy. What this 
wonderful thing is, I cannot understand. 
Such vague terms should not be brought into 
Indian politics. We should be against 
imperialism, against all kinds of terror which 
are threatening our country. We should be on 
the side of people's aspirations. That is non-
alignment. That attitude must be taken. Why 
call it 'genuine non-alignment' and all that ? 
If it goes in favour of American imperialism, 
it will be a very bad dry for this country. 

Laming to anotner important pant, Sir, 
namely, the scrapping of the 42nd 
Amendment, somebody was telling why 
should it be scrapped, the word 'Socialism' 
has been added in the Constitution by it ? 
But, that is the only thing that they have 
added, rest of it is all autocratic. The 
Congress Party with its majority in this 
House should try to help us in scrapping the 
42nd Amendment. That is what I want 
because if the Government wants to get a 
two thirds majority in this He use that will be 
only possible with the support of the 
Congress Benches and, I am sure, under your 
able leadership, the Congress opposition will 
help us to scrap the 42nd Amendment. Then 
coming to another point... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU1 : Kindly make your last point. 

SHRI VISWANATHA MENON : I want 
to say a few things about the emergency, who 
were the people who were responsible for the 
excesses, inside the lock up, outside the lock 
up, sterilisatic ns, and all that ? These things 
must not only be looked into but all the 
officers, all the people, who are responsible 
for these things must b' punished. Otherwise, 
if the present Government is also going to run 
its shew according to the whims and fancies 
of the bureaucracy, the history will be 
repeated. It should not be allowed to happen. 
They shmld rise above these bureaucrats. 
That is my request. 

Sir, I now want to say a few words about 
the All India Radio. I agree with your 
criticism as to how the All India Radio has 
been misused even by the Janata 
Government. Before coming to power of the 
present Govrnment, we were hearing all over 
the country that it is net All India Radio but 
All Indira Radio. We do net want to make it 
All Morarji Radio or All Janata Radio. It 
should be an independent institution. The 
Janata Party meeting at the Ramlila Grounds 
was telecast. It is all bad. The officers will try 
to do these things. At 
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least the Janata Ministers   or the  Ministersof 
the Janata Government should have  
thecourage to oppose it. Such a thing should 
not be repeated.   Today Mr. Chavan,   
theLeader of the    Opposition Party, ;s 
speaking over the Radio.  I welcome it.  Such    
anopportunity must be given to all the 
partyleaders and arrangements should be   
madein such a way that opinions of all the 
partiesare known through radio and television 
andan independent  status    must  be  given  
tothem. For   achieving this   end,    I 
wouldrequest the Government to make or 
convertthe  All  India  Radio   into   a  
corporation.The employees of the All India 
Radio haveals) made such a   demand. 

Regarding the Samachar also I have got a 
similar request to make. If yon go through 
the Samachar reports till yesterday it was Om 
Mehta and Indiraji. Now it is only the Janata 
Ministers and all that. That attitude must be 
changed. Everything should get equal 
coverage. Let the people decide. People must 
be given a chance so that the democratic 
sentiments expressed by the President are 
given effect to. 

Sir, I request the h">n. Ministers who are 
present here to take the initiative in all these 
matters. With these works, I conclude, Sir, 
and I thank yon. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Miha-ras'it'a) : 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, in the Address, 
although some policy matters are 
mentioned, one of the important questions 
which requires consideration by the 
Government is—coming from my State of 
Maharashtra—the border dispute between 
Maharashtra and Karnataka which has been 
pending for a long time. In spite of many 
efforts, such a long pending dispute has not 
been so.ved and Marathi area people 
Marathi Parishad are demanding for a long 
time that this problem should be settled. I 
think this Government with its massive 
majority which they claim, should be able to 
solve this problem between  Maharashtra 
and Karnataka. 

Another thing about which I feel very 
strongly is that Goa is not given statehood 
up till now.   Goa is a  Centrally-adminis- 

tered area and the power of the Council of 
Ministers is equal  to the power of the Chief 
Commissioner .   The Public Service 
Commission there is controlled by    the 
Union Public Service Commission of the 
Central Govrnment.   Sir, the Public Service 
Commission is for the  State; they can select 
their officers.    But that situation does not 
prevail there.    Sir, smaller areas have   been  
given  statehood   with   lesser population.   
Sir, Goa, Daman and    Diu have got a 
population of 8 • 58 lakhs while Nagaland 
has got 5 16 lakhs and Manipur about ten 
lakhs.   Sir, the unanimous demand of the 
Goa's ruling party and the opposition has 
been that it should be given statehood   They  
even  have   not   got  a seat of High  Court.   
Only the  Judicial Commissioner is there.   
Sir, Goa, Daman and Diu deserve statehood 
and   because they do not have the statehood,    
they   do not have representation in the 
Rajya Sabha I hope,  Sir, in formulating 
their policy, the Government will consider 
the    aspirations of the people of-Goa and 
agree to the unanimous demand  that Goa 
should be given statehood. 

Sir, there is a mention in the Presidential 
Address, at page 3, there is a policy state-
ment, to amend Article 352 and also the 
relevant articles about emergency and Presi-
dent's rule, with the objectives mentioned in 
the Constitution and not for extraneous 
purposes. I would like to state that this is a 
great fallacy. In fact, Part XVIII which deals 
with Emergency provisions says that 'If the 
President is satisfied that a grave emergency 
exists whereby the security of India or of 
any part of the territory thereof is 
threatened....' by external aggression or 
internal [disturbance.. The matter is so clear 
and it has been specifically stated that the 
power is given to the President and 
Proclamation comes before the Parliament 
for approval. Sir, under these circumstances, 
it is difficult to say what the Government 
wants to do by amending Article 352. 

Sir, another Article to which a j reference 
has not been made directly but it seems to 
be in the mind of Government under 
'relevant provisions' is about the President's 
Rule under   Article 356.    Sir in a   demo- 
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always take pi ce that one party will be in 
power at the Centre and another party will be 
in power at the Statelevel. Therefore, Centre-
State relations are to be governed by this 
Chapter under Article 356. Sir, there is no 
blanket power to the Central Government to 
say or direct— as has been stated now in the 
press by a Messiah of Janata Party—that 
elections should take place in the States. 

There is no power with the Central 
Government to dissolve any State Assembly. In 
fact, our .being a federal Constitution, this 
House is very much interested because this is 
the Council of States.   We represent the 
intrests of the States in this House. Under 
article 356, the power is limited and it arises 
only when   the   President is satisfied     that    
a  situation    had    arise in which the  
Government of the  State cannot be carried on 
in accordance with the provisions of the 
Constitution.   There is no power under article 
356 to dissolve any  State Assembly.   I, 
therefore, warn the party in power that if they 
want to take the drastic action of dissolving the 
State Assemblies for political purposes, it will 
be not only against the Constitution, but it will 
also land   then    in   very great   trouble. 
Article 356 ensures the autonomy of the States, 
the right of the people to elect their own 
representatives and to carry on the Government     
so   long   as   they   enjoy the majority 
support.   Action can be taken against the State 
Governments, as it had happened in the case of 
the D.M.K. Government,     which    was  
dismissed,   only when they do not comply with 
the directives or   did   not  follow the 
provisions of the Constitution while carrying 
on the Government.   Under the circumstances, 
there is no power with the Central Government 
to dissolve the State Assemblies and they have 
the right to carry on  their Governments in their  
own    right.     In      this  connection, I would 
like to invite  the attention of the Government  
to   what    had   appeared  in 'The Times of 
India' on   the 3rd April, 
1977___It  says: 

"The Janata Party and the Congress for 
Democracy, which together won 298 seats 
in the recent Lok Sabha elections, polled 
43 17 per cent of the popular votes, the 
highest for any group, an analysis of the 
results shows." 

It aslo says : 

"In the South as a whole the Congress 
however, retained its pre-eminence, poll-
ing 41 -37 per cent of the votes. Those 
voting for the Janta Party in the South 
represented only 24-26 per cent of those 
who turned out at the hustings." 

Therefore,  it is very  clear that this Go-
vernment is a minority Government.   This is 
not a majority Government in the sense it has 
not been able to secure even 50 per cent of the 
votes.   In fact, in the South, they polled less 
than 25 per cent of the votes.   Ui der the 
circumstances, I do not think any mandate has 
been given either in regard to the Forty-Second    
Amendment or in regad to revoking whatever 
has   been done by the previous    Government 
in the interest of the country.    I was surprised 
to hear the speech of my learned friend, Mr. 
Menon, the previous speaker, who said that the 
Forty-Second   Amendment should    be 
scrapped.   In   this    connection,   I   would 
like to point   out two provisions of this 
Amendment.     Does he accept them or not ? 
One is in regard to the question of workers'  , 
participation   in industry.    The     Janata 
Party, in its   election manifesto, has also said 
that workers   should be partners   in industry.       
Workers'    participation in in-industry is  very 
helpful   for  progressive management and 
increased   industrial production.   The second 
thing,   the most important thing, is in regad to 
the  supremacy of Parliament.     The  question   
is whether this House, whatever    may be the  
party enjoying the    majority   support, has got 
supremacy or not.   Do   not the decisions 
taken by them in regard to the   amendments to 
the Constitution  or to any other provisions of  
the   law   have finality ?       The question is 
whether their will should prevail 
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or not. Or, is it that, as has b ;en rightly ; said 
by the jurists, the third chamber, the Supreme 
Court, will deeide what nmendments can be 
made to tie Fundamental Rights and what 
showtdinot bej the Directive Principles ? Who 
will decide the basic structure of the Consti-
tution ? 

Whether the Parliament will decide or the 
judiciary which is nominated by the 
President will decide or some few judges 
have the right to over-ride the will of the 
people, that is exactly what has been defined 
early in the 42nd Amendment of the 
Constitution. This is a very important 
milestone in my opinion in the 42nd Am-
endment of the Constitution, wherein the 
supremacy of Parliament has been establi-
shed and the governing principle of direct 
relation between the people and the 
representatives in this country has been 
accepted. Nobody has a right to say that the 
amendment made to the Constitution— 
whether the judiciary or otherwise—was not 
proper, was not in the interest of the people. 
A majority of the people have given a 
mandate to a particular party. Certainly, we 
accept the majority rule. But it has got no 
right to amend the Constitution. It can be an 
election issue if the powers of Parliament are 
questioned. I think the 42nd Amendment has 
done a   great ser vice    to the country. 

The third point which has been accepted 
relates to the regional parties, the Shiv Sena 
in Maharashtra, other Senas in other parts of 
the country. At one stage, the Chief Minister 
described himself as the Prime Minister of 
Tamil Nadu, as if there were two Prime 
Ministers in the country. It is all given in the 
report. So, this Constitutional Amendment 
has stated that we accept national 
integrity—one nation. Under these 
circumstances, I feel that those who want to 
repeal the 42nd Amendment will be making 
an erroneous approach to the Parliament 
powers. It has to be concsidered if any  
aspect is wrong. 

'Regfirdiaf ; the e. Presidential Address I -
fiad given    certain    amendments—am-
enam'ertts-Nifcc 132ft. 135, and 136.    .All these 
amendments relate to two. problems. One is 
about the bonus and CDS and the other relates to 
the national wage policy and improving the lot 
of the agricultural workers.- Nothing has been 
said here or outside   whether  the   20-point   
economic programme was a wrong   
programme. Nobody has said that family 
planning is a wrong programme.    The only 
thing which they have stated is about its 
implementation. One of the 'cardinal and 
important programmes    which was taken up 
related to enhancement   of minimum wages for 
agricultural workers and in the last   one year the 
agricultural wages have been   increased. If the 
Government thinks   that this is a welfare 
measure, I really feel sorry that in the 
Presidential Address not a single thing has been 
stated about what would be their attitude to the 
labour problems and   what they would do about  
agriculural   workers. I       Agricultural workers    
today do not   have job security.   Only in one 
State they have got the service conditions.    
Neither they get   Provident   Fund   nor   paid-
holidays. In order to raise agricultural   
production, is it not necessary to give a serious 
thought to the problems of  agricultural workers 
? On page 3 the statement   which has been 
given relates only to the problems of farmers, 
peasants and cultivators.   I do not understand 
how tb.ey could not formulate a policy about 
rural workers    like about    farmers and 
peasants.   It would have been more prudent and 
proper if they have said something   about   
agricultural workers. 

Lastly, all are demanding that for payment of 
bonus, the amendment made in the Bonus 
Act should be scrapped, the CDS should be 
scrapped, but it is important and it is high 
time that the national wage policy is defined 
at this stage. 

6 P.M. 

It is high time that the national wage policy is 
defined and minimum wages are assured to all 
the labourers.   I hope the 
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question about the national wage policy will 
be denned and stated clearly. I, am sorry that 
the Address is silent on this very important 
and significant aspect. 

THE   VICE-CHAIRMAN        (SHRI 
V. B. RATU):   The debate   will continue 

The House stands adjourned till 11 A.M. 
to-mocrow. 

The House then adjourned at twa 
minutes past six of the clock till 
eleven of the c:oc< ou Wednesday, 
the 6th April, 1977- 
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